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First Words…
When thinking about what to write for the Inaugural Issue of WE, the word “firsts” kept coming to mind. After all this
is the First Issue of a brand new magazine for women. And it’s like no other. *Women’s firsts also came to mind and
I thought I’d share a few interesting firsts some you may or may not have heard of. For instance, did you know that Ann
Franklin was the first woman to hold the title of newspaper editor (1796), Mary Kies was the first woman to be
issued a US patent (1809) Arabella Mansfield was the first woman lawyer (1869), Lucy Walker was the first
woman to successfully climb the Matterhorn in Switzerland (1871), or that 15 year old Annie Moore - from County
Cork, Ireland was the first immigrant to pass through Ellis Island (1892)? Vida Goldstein was the first woman in the
British Empire to run for a national office. She ran for the Australian Senate (1902). Baroness Raymonde de la
Roche of France was the first licensed woman pilot (1910), Rosika Schwimmer was the world’s first woman
ambassador. She was appointed the Hungarian ambassador to Switzerland (1918), Marie, Cecile, Yvonne, Emilie
and Annette Dionne, were the first quintuplets to survive infancy. They were born near Callender, Ontario to Oliva
and Elzire Dionne (1934)
You may know that Valentina Vladimirovna Tereshkova - Russian cosmonaut was the first woman in space
(1963) and that Elizabeth P. Hoisington was the first female general in the US armed forces (1970), Barbara
Walters was the first female newscaster on a US TV network news program (1976) and Wilma Mankiller
(gotta love that name!) was the first woman to lead a major American Indian tribe. She was elected Principal
Chief of the Cherokee Nation (1985). But did you know that Elizabeth Ann Oliver was the first woman to have
her baby’s birth broadcast live over the Internet (1998)? Makes you think that some women will do anything to
say they were first!
Then there are those FIRSTS most of experience. First steps, first words, first dates, first kisses, first babies, first
business…. FIRSTS are something WE often celebrate and share with others. And I want to celebrate WE with
you!
Inside these pages are many firsts - articles written by women who have never written for a major magazine
before. You will find women who have never been profiled in a major magazine before, you will find one woman
who has never appeared on the cover of a magazine before, a woman who has never been a layout editor for a
major magazine and there’s even a first man in WE! And the list goes on.
My heartfelt thanks go out to everyone who participated in making WE a reality. I am looking forward to
working with you again. And to our readers, what can I say? I hope you enjoy reading WE as much as WE
enjoyed writing and putting WE together for you!
Wishing you many firsts… and then some!

Heidi Richards Mooney, Editor-in-Chief
(Source: Corsinet.com – Famous Firsts)
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You Control Your
Life…
Why Not Your
finances?
by Loral Langemeier
From single moms to corporate executives; from the poor, to the middle class to the wealthy, women are taking
control of their financial destiny. While most women are committed to having financial security, the women in
the Live Out Loud community are committed to having FINANCIAL FREEDOM. All women have arrived at
where they are today for one reason or another, what women need to realize is it doesn’t matter what your
situation is today, what matters is that you realize your reality today does not have to affect where you will be
tomorrow. Now is the time for women to take control of their lives. If you’ve ever seriously dreamed of being
wealthy and are willing to do what it takes to make that happen, you must take action today.
As a millionaire myself, and as one who trains people to be millionaires, there’s one thing I know for sure:
millionaires always have a plan, they have a team, and they are always in action. They determine their financial
goals and take action to make them happen. You’ll never find millionaires sitting around crossing their fingers.
They don’t wait for their wealth- they create it.
After creating my own wealth, I decided I wanted to help educate and empower other women to do the same. I
created, Live Out Loud (www.liveoutloud.com), a financial coaching and wealth building community that focuses
on teaching people to create wealth from the inside out and through the use of a team. One of the first steps we
use in making our clients millionaires includes creating what I call a “financial freedom day”. Your financial
freedom day is the day when you’ve reached your financial goals. To define yours, you need to first have a vision.
What’s in your future?
Your vision is your ultimate picture of how you want to be living sometime in the not-to-distant future.
People who lack a clear vision are like ships without rudders: they sail aimlessly and without a final destination.
They may head toward opportunities that appear on the horizon, but then veer off course, unable to reach them.
In order to keep you motivated, your vision must include three elements. It should:
1.
2.
3.

Be exciting enough to fuel your energies.
Be realistic enough to be doable.
Never compromise your values.

Most importantly, you need to exercise what I call “No Limit Thinking”. To practice No Limit Thinking, you
have to imagine what your life would look like if it were impossible to fail.
WE magazine for women
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Declaring Financial Freedom Day
Your financial freedom day is your vision defined as a
measurable goal. This allows you to map out a strategic
plan that will get you there. There are three things you
need to decide in order to declare your financial freedom
day:
1. Your monthly cash flow
2. Your total net worth (real estate, stocks,
oil, and other investments)
3. The specific day, month, and year that
you want this to occur
I know very well that if you start writing down numbers,
they can get a bit discouraging. It’s one thing to say that
you’d like to have a net worth of $3 million and a cash
flow of $30,000 a month by the time you’re 50 years
old. But if you’re 40 years old, currently making $35,000
and are $20,000 in consumer debt, it may seem
impossible. But I assure you, it is anything but.
There’s a gap between where you are and where you
want to be. While not insurmountable, here’s the five
things you need to define and plan (I review these in detail
in my first book, The Millionaire Maker):
1. Your Financial Baseline (where you are)
2. Your Freedom Day goals (where you’re going)
3. Wealth Cycle™ Activities (how you’ll get
there)
4. Leadership of your Team (people who will
help)
5. Financial (mental/emotional) conditioning (why
it will work)
My hope is for women to identify themselves and their
situations with the strategies and stories of the people in
my books, and through my company Live Out Loud.
Women hold the strength and the power to change their
lives and their family’s future if it’s something they seriously
want to do. At this early stage, you need to make a

Getting from here to there is what my proprietary
Wealth Cycle™ process is all about and what I have
dedicated my new book -The Millionaire Maker’s
Guide to Wealth Cycle Investing to entirely.

In my first book, I explain what each of the five steps
are and show you through examples how they come
together. In this new book, I delve deeper into the
five steps above and teach you how to begin to put
each of these steps in action, making your financial
freedom day one step closer.

I profile dozens of clients from Live Out Loud’s wealth
building community, showing how they opened doors
to tremendous direct investment opportunities to grow
their portfolios in businesses, real estate, gas and oil
well ownership and much more that you can do as
well. The examples in the book demonstrate that if
you learn these basic steps, inside and out, and follow
them, then you too can create enormous wealth from
a variety of situations that fit your hobbies, passions,
and skill sets when it comes to creating your own
personal investment portfolio.
Some examples include:
1. A man that had no assets and created something
with nothing,
2. A W-2 working woman psychologist making
$40,000 a year who wanted to learn and invest
in a string of Laundromats.
3. A cash poor millionaire mom with two
teenagers that had poorly invested money.

commitment, make a plan, and get a team behind
you to help keep you motivated to stay in action.
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Just looking at this list, it seems as if there is no way
any of these individuals could have anything in
common. However, even though each of these
individuals have completely different backgrounds,
what they each have in common is they took action,
used the skill sets they already had, and the
resources provided to them at Live Out Loud to
find a team that could mentor, support and guide
them through the process of becoming a millionaire.
All of these people followed the steps to lead their
own wealth. My book teaches anyone can do the
same, but they have to be willing to show due
diligence to take the responsibility and time to
educate themselves on the full process before
proceeding blindly into their investments.
And I assure you – no matter how far away you
may be from your Financial Freedom Day, with
commitment, patience, and the right guidance, by
using my Wealth Cycle™, you really can become a
millionaire. The key is to view every hurdle as an
opportunity to learn a new lesson and make a better
choice.
As I said before, however, the very first thing you
should do is make a decision and a commitment to
take action. I invite you to start today.

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

About Loral Langemeier - Langemeier started her financial career by designing and
implementing personal and organizational development plans for Fortune 100 companies;
Chervon, Franklin Covey, Home Depot, Marriott, and DuPont. On the side, she developed
her own multi-million portfolio containing a diverse mix of traditional and non-traditonal
investments. The experiences led her to create Live Out Loud, a financial coaching and
mentoring company that focuses on teaching people to create wealth from the inside out. In
2004, she wrote Guerrilla Wealth, with Jay Conrad Levinson, whose series was published in
39 languages and had sold over 14-million copies worldwide. As a result, she launched an
international seminiar called Team Made Millionaire, focusing on building financial independence through teamwork. Langemeier’s ventures have resulted in helping thousands of
people achieve financial success and she has emerged as one of the most successful business
and motivational speakers to hit the lecture platform. For more information on Loral and Live
Out Loud visit http://www.liveoutloud.com
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Money, Money – Finding Wealth in All the Right Places
How to Create Multiple Streams of Income to Add to Your Bottom Line!
by Heidi Richards
“Multiple income streams allow you to diversify your efforts and your talents. If you loose one income stream
you have others to fall back on while you replace the one you lost.”
When it comes to making money, some people just You can increase your customer/client base by
seem to be “lucky” and money comes to them with providing a needed/wanted product or
what looks to the world like little or no effort. Others service.You can make money while you sleep
(passive income). When
just cannot figure out how to add
you have passive income
to the income they already earn.
streams you can leverage
Even hard work doesn’t seem to
your time and use it for
help them get ahead. Maybe
those things you want to put
that’s the problem! It isn’t about
effort into whether it be
luck at all or even hard work.
work, family, recreation or
Multiple streams of income
otherwise. Having multiple
require a person to have a plan,
income streams give
a process and a pocketbook (or
people the opportunity to
bank account, investment
choose a product or service
account in which you put all that
they can afford and “try you
extra money).
out.” Multiple income
Having multiple streams of
streams allow you to diversify your efforts and your
income has several advantages. It offers more
talents. If you loose one income stream you have
security, helps build your nest egg and gives you more
others to fall back on while you replace
peace of mind. So just how do you create those
the one you lost.
income streams to achieve all this… and more? Do
you have a full-time job working for someone else? There is more than one way to make money.
Do you have a small business that is not yet turning a Multiple income streams could be products and/
or services you add to your current business or it
profit? Are you retired or semi-retired?
could be a totally different source for creating more
There are many benefits to harnessing the POWER income. There are many ways to add income
streams to the one(s) you currently have working
of multiple income streams.
for you.
Here are just a few:
1. Add a new product line to your offerings. I have a retail florist and when mylar balloons hit the
market (several years ago) it was a product we did not offer. I started out small buying only a
few pieces of a select number of styles (a moderate initial investment). When people started
asking for them I knew they were a hit and increased the line from 5 styles and sentiments to
well over 250. This added 17% to my bottom line the first year.
2. Add a service to your offerings. A dentist I know bought a software program that showed
people what they would look like with straighter, whiter teeth. Teeth whitening soon became a
staple of hers rather than an option. She told me that the first month it was used, the software
program paid for itself five times. This one service added 37% to her bottom line.
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3. Help someone else with a job they don’t want to do and that you are skilled at and capable of doing.
The Virtual Assistant emerged because business owners realized there were tasks they just didn’t
want to do or were not good at accomplishing.
4. Create a home-based business. Multi-level marketing companies have captured many
entrepreneurs who want to add to their income stream and some have gotten rich from MLM
products. Make sure you have a passion for the product and a willingness to “sell” others on the
idea. The real money is made in building your team.
5. Informational products are sought-after by the masses. Be sure you have information someone
wants to ‘buy” and that can’t be gotten all over the WEB for Free. Informational products can
include ebooks, special reports, audio/video offerings, software, printed books, booklets and
more!
6. Sell stuff on ebay. Many a wealthy person started out with her own eBay market. Check out
www.ebay.com for information on how to become an eBay Power Seller.
7. Create a website and sell products/services and advertising space on your site.
8. Become an affiliate of several companies and market, market, market via your website, email
messages, ezines, brochures, postcards and letters.
9. Bundle your products and services to sell at a package rate and sell more of what you already
offer.
10. Offer a teleclass, seminar, workshop or other event. Charge an entry fee. Sell informational
products with the event. Record the event to resell to those who were unable to attend.
11. License your program or service. The key to building wealth is duplication, duplication,
duplication. Offering your programs to other resellers give you a way to duplicate your brand
without the effort involved in delivering it yourself.
12. Start a product-of-the-month club. We have a flower of the month club to which people pay an
annual fee and get flowers every month for a year. A great way to sell your product ONE Time. (see:
http://www.edenflorist.com/detail.asp?pid=1000678). You could create a monthly ezine or newsletter
and charge a subscription fee.
13. Create a monthly/weekly service offering. A good friend of mine was a massage therapist and
many of the clients she saw were on a weekly or monthly schedule. She offered this service at a
lower discounted rate. This guaranteed income helps you plan how to use your free time to get
more business.
14. Tutor, teach, write for others. If you have a specialized knowledge or skill, capitalize on it – charge
for it. Add to your income stream.
15. Sign up to participate in online and in person surveys and focus groups. Some pay money for your
input, others pay with products. I signed up with Plaza Research and participate in two focus
groups a year. The pay ranges from $75 to $250 dollars for a one or two hour session so I make onaverage an extra $400 per year for less than 4 hours work! If you did this with several companies,
you could add a lot to your bottom line without creating any product or service.
16. Freelance in an industry in which you are proficient. There are many industries that hire part-time
seasonal staff and pay premium dollars for the extra help.
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Here are eight tips to help you carry out your Multiple Streams
of Income Campaign:

1. Brainstorm ways to add to your
income. Record your ideas to look at, think
about and mull over. Make sure the ideas you
decide to pursue are those you have a passion
for or desire to achieve. You will make alot
more money when you like what you are doing
than when you don’t.

2. Get organized. In many cases, pursing
multiple streams of income require multitasking. Creating an organized system will
enable you to tackle each task as it come up.
3. Participate in a mastermind group. Turn
those ideas into reality. Find people to bounce
ideas off (mentors are also a great source of
motivation and inspiration). Masterminds are
your own personal board of directors. The right
people can help you achieve your goals as you
help them achieve theirs.

4. Take it one step at a time. It is better to
start one income stream, get it going until it can
“run itself” and then begin another. Juggling
several at a time without one success can lead
to burnout and failure for all your projects.

5. Learn to manage your time. Balance begins
with time management. If you are out of balance,
chances are you have not managed your time
well. Time management practices help you
become more efficient and proficient at the “job
at hand.”
6. Be flexible. Change happens. Unforeseen
events and challenges come up. Learn how to
adapt to those challenges and changes.
7. Read, read, read. Stay up on trends. Find
out what people are willing to pay good money
for. One of the best motivational books I have
ever read on the topic is the best selling book
The One Minute Millionaire – The Enlightened
Way to Wealth by Mark Victor Hansen and
Robert G. Allen. If you have not yet read that book,
put it on your list, check it out at the library, buy it
online or at your nearest bookstore. Do it TODAY!
8. Keep your eyes on the goal. The ultimate
goal being to increase your income. If something
isn’t working, analyze why – if it can be fixed, fix it.
If it cannot, loose it and find another stream of
income to pursue.

©Heidi Richards Mooney is the author of The PMS Principles, Powerful Marketing Strategies to Grow
Your Business and 7 other books. She is also the Founder & CEO of the WECAI Network™ – a
Global Network of Organizations and Resources that “Helps Women Do Business on and off the WEB.”
You can list your company for free at www.WECAI.org. Heidi can be reached at
Heidi@SuccessAndThenSome.com or Heidi@Wecai.org.
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Technology Strategy: Your Silent Business Partner
By Lena L. West
Among many other things, women are hat-wearers.
We wear hats at home: nurse, accountant, chauffer,
project manager, chef, gardener…the list is endless.
Then we go to our offices and wear just as many hats.
It’s what we do. And, we’re good at it.
But what if just maybe, you didn’t have to wear so
many hats? What if (gasp) you could have a partner?
But, not just any old partner. A partner that would
help you to grow your business, increase your client
base, protect your business from risk and organize your
personal and professional lives - all without making a
peep or asking for a paycheck. Sounds ideal, doesn’t
it?
What if I told you that right now, you have access to
this wonderful partner – this superior helper? What if
I told you that the partner is technology?
Now, I know whenever I bring up the ‘T’ word, facial
expressions go blank and people mentally check out.
But truthfully, technology has gotten a bad rap. Viewing
technology as a necessary evil instead of as a
productivity tool, can and will cost you. This is a cost
that most entrepreneurs simply cannot afford. So,
what’s the solution? Plunge head first into the latest
technology gadgetry or start using every piece of
software available on your computer? Not exactly.

The best way to cultivate and develop technology
- your silent business partner - is through
planning.
Sounds Great But, Why?
In the same way that you would plan your
finances or develop a marketing plan, smart
entrepreneurs develop technology plans as well.
But, what does that mean? It means that you
plan your technology to make sure that it
supports your business goals, is aligned with
your business strategy and promotes growth.
Some larger firms have already tapped into the
timesaving, productivity-enhancing benefits of
technology planning. In fact, many large firms
review their technology strategies regularly to
ensure that they are keeping costs low and
productivity high.
Now it’s time for small
businesses to get with the program. However,
smaller businesses have mistakenly taken the
stance that technology planning is only for
Fortune 500 companies and can wait until more
clients come in. This couldn’t be further from
the truth. Smaller business owners need every
advantage they can get to keep the doors open,
remain competitive and grow. Technology is
that advantage.

Baby Steps
But, what does a technology plan entail and how can you start to develop one? Here are the eight
critical considerations in developing a technology plan:
1. Get your priorities straight. Examine your
most important business goals and write them
down in order of importance.

5. Timing is everything. Tie deadlines to
your technology projects. A to-do without
a deadline simply doesn’t get done.

2. Create your Dream Team. Who are the
people with the know-how, the experience and
the savvy to land your company where it needs
to be? Who can serve as a sounding board?
Contact them and enlist them!

6. Count your chickens. Determine what
portion of your budget will be required to
implement your plan. Are those funds
immediately available? If not, how will
you gain access to the monies required?

3. Take stock. Make a list of the ways your
company currently uses technology as well as
what technology you currently own or lease
(both hardware and software). Then, add to
this list, any technologies you think you may
need.

7. Check yourself. Add small, challenging,
easily-measured milestones to your plan
and carve out time to review it regularly.
Be sure to include the members of your
Dream Team in this process.

4. Play match maker. Match the priorities from
step 1 to the technologies in step 3. If you
have any items that are not a ‘pair’, carefully
evaluate them to ensure that the technology
or the priority is essential for your business
operation.

8. Put it in writing. Create a working
document that you can adapt and change
as your company grows. Refer to the
document often and use it as a guide.
Remember, your plan is written on paper,
not stone.
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The Woman in the Mirror
In order to take full advantage of technology planning, you must be willing to take an honest look at
your business and admit there may be some ‘black-holes’ in productivity. Could your business stand to
benefit from all that technology has to offer? What is the trade-off if you don’t plan? Asking and
answering the hard questions is just that – hard. But, my guess is that you didn’t start your business
because you wanted to take the easy route.
Women-owned businesses are strong and capable. Technology planning helps them to stay that way.
Technology provides your business with the boost it needs to keep moving forward. It’s like having a
hard-working business partner that never gets sick, always follows through and supports all your
dreams – minus the fuss. And, if you think about it, you really can’t beat that.

Lena L. West is the CEO of xynoMedia Technology http://www.xynoMedia.com and the mastermind behind
best-selling program, The Technology Diet http://www.TechnologyDiet.com.
Download your free Technology Survival Guide from either web site. Lena will be a featured
guest of the Womens Internet Marketing Summit taking place on October 28, 2006.
Be sure to read about Lena in the August 2006 issue of Entrepreneur Magazine.
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I Am Not A Number!

By David Teten & Scott Allen

Have you received one of these lately?
Dear First Name:
I have been using Yet Another Social Networking Service to keep track of my professional contacts. Since you and I
know each other so well, we should connect and share each other’s networks.
or
First Name:
I’m updating my address book. Please take a moment to update your latest contact information. Your information is
stored in my personal address book and will not be shared with anyone else. Super Mega Hackable Directory Service
is free, private and secure if you’d like to give it a try.
Did you immediately accept? Or did you let it languish in your in box for awhile before deciding to either delete it or do
something about it? If you’re typical, then the first two or three of these you received were intriguing and you signed right up,
but by the time you receive 10, 20, 50 nearly identical messages, you start to get jaded, and the canned messages simply don’t
have the same impact.
Similarly, have you ever had the experience of getting into someone’s sequential autoresponder — a program that sends a
series of predetermined emails, usually either daily or weekly? Have you started to get seemingly personalized messages, but
when you try to get through to them in person, you can’t?
How did that make you feel? And would you ever wish that on someone else?
According to Robin Dunbar’s research, as popularized in Malcolm Gladwell’s The Tipping Point and Duncan Watts’ Six
Degrees, the human brain is only capable of handling about 150 close social relationships. That’s approximately the number
of people for whom we can remember their name, their face, where we met them, our last conversation with them, and other
details. As Dunbar put it, “It’s the number of people you would not feel embarrassed about joining uninvited for a drink if you
happened to bump into them in a bar.” For most professionals, a network of a mere 150 direct contacts, including friends and
family, would be woefully insufficient to support you in achieving your business goals. But our brains simply can’t handle
more than that.
And so we turn to technology — distributed cognition. We use our computers to expand our processing power and storage
capacity. Unfortunately, in so doing, many people lose track of the human element. They forget that the technology is meant
to assist us in dealing with larger numbers of relationships, not to replace interpersonal interaction. Designers of social
networking tools failed to understand this early in the design process. As a result, there is now some backlash against many
of these tools and, to some extent, the people who continue to use them in this manner.
Fortunately, most of the social networking companies have now figured this out and are shifting away from the canned
messages. LinkedIn and openBC have both added half a dozen or so different templates from which you can choose. Of
course, one of them is still the default, and most people will simply accept the default without changing it. That’s a big mistake
if you want your invitations to not only be accepted, but to actually help build the relationship.
The first thing you have to do is get the right frame of mind about why you’re using technology to help you manage your
relationships. It is not so you can pretend to a larger number of people that you care about them when you really don’t. It’s
so you can treat more people who you really do care about as you would like to treat them, if only your brain were capable.
This is not supposed to be a tool for mass marketing; it’s simply a way of sustaining a lot more relationships with a little less
effort.
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Here are some of the practical ways to apply this:

Master email merge.
Many people do not realize that this is a built-in function in Microsoft Word, most other word processors, and many email programs. For
people who you truly have an established relationship with, mastering mail merge can be a huge time-saver. Besides the obvious things
like basic contact information, store data about your contacts that allows you to really personalize your messages, such as a phrase that
complete the sentence, “As you may recall, we met … .” For example, we suggest sending out a holiday greeting like,
Dear...,
Happy New Year to you and Carlos! How is the baby?
I have attached below a brief summary (admittedly canned) of the latest news in our life, along with our new home phone number
at the end. If any of your contact details have changed, please mail me. In fact, we’d love to hear from you regardless, just to
catch up!”
Segment your database.
Store information that will allow you to easily send messages to small groups of people:
•

All the people in a city you are going to visit (“Hi, I’m going to be in NYC next week and would love to see you if you have
some time free.”)

•

Everyone who shares a particular personal interest of yours (“I saw this article in Fast Company. I thought you might be
interested in.”)

•

People of a particular political, religious, or ethnic affiliation (“Happy St. Patrick’s Day!”)

Customize your social networking invitations.
Even with the new choices, tweak the default text to make it personal. Even better, segment your invitations. For example, send one
invitation to people in your executive club saying, “I know we have the directory for connecting with each other, but by joining this site,
we can help each other even better by leveraging our extended relationships.”
Write every group message as if you were writing it to just one person.
This is a great lesson from the Internet marketing gurus. An email from Mark Joyner will have you convinced that he really is personally
expecting to see you at the next big Internet marketing convention. Think of one person in the group you’re writing to, and write the email
as if it were just to them.
Review everything by hand before it goes out.
Automated data will do wacky (and often embarrassing) things. Scott recently received a contact update request from a close friend that
showed his name as “Scott Guide”, because Scott’s About.com email account has his name listed as “Scott Allen, About.com Entrepreneurs
Guide”. Or you may accidentally send a message that says “I haven’t seen you in a while” to someone you just saw yesterday. If you set
your mail merge to not automatically send, you can go through and tweak individual messages to fit the particular situation.
Don’t send automated contact update requests.
Instead, send a personal update message with a contact update request incidental to it. Consider the possibilities:
•

The contact info you have is correct, in which case it’s a pointless nuisance to ask them for an update.

•

Their email is inaccurate, in which case you’re not reaching them anyway.

•

Their email is accurate, but the other info you have isn’t. In this case, you can reach them via email, and if you need their
phone number, you can probably track it down.

A better approach is just to send out a personal update once or twice a year — what’s going on in your personal life, maybe a business
highlight or two, and ask them to send you their updated info in reply.
You’ll notice that this approach requires you to get a fair amount of information about the people in your network, as well as some time
to manage it effectively. If you’re trying to create an anonymous mailing list, there are ways to do that, but that’s not how you build strong
one-on-one relationships. If you want more than 150 strong relationships, you have to make sure you don’t make them feel like a number.
David Teten and Scott Allen are coauthors of The Virtual Handshake: Opening Doors and Closing
Deals Online, the first business guide to sales, recruiting, and business acceleration with online
networks, and joint contributors to TheVirtualHandshake.com resource site. They write a monthly column
about virtual business relationships for FastCompany.com, where this article originally appeared.
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SanDisk Cruzer® Micro 4GB
The SanDisk Cruzer® Micro is an incredibly small USB Flash Drive that connects to
a computer’s USB port. You can easily store key documents, pictures, music and video
clips on a Cruzer® Micro and transfer them to another computer with a USB port. Cruzer®
Micro is small, portable, and smart. New retractable USB port eliminates the need for caps
and protects your port. Cruzer® Micro provides UFD technology and a U3 Smart capable flash
drive. The Cruzer® Micro is Hi-Speed USB 2.0 certified (backwards compatible with all USB 1.1
ports) and compatible with Windows 2000, SP4 and XP. It’s a computer in your pocket! The SanDisk
Cruzer® Micro can be purchased for a low $99.95 (after $30 rebate) from www.Buy.com

Marina Computer Handbag
Refined and spacious, the Marina Computer Handbag comes in brand new colors.
Featuring extra-thick padding, rubberized bottom and unique no-slip shoulder handles,
you’ll love the way this bag clings to your shoulder and protects your computer at all
times. The Marina’s main compartment accommodates the Apple 15-inch PowerBook or
any standard-sized PC laptop; a 12" or sub-notebook computer will tuck neatly into the
plush-lined pocket inside. With ample room for files, cords and additional essentials, the
interior features a fun, floral design and a zippered pocket with a key tether. An easyaccess exterior zip pocket has a cell phone pocket and pen holders. You might just retire
your favorite briefcase for this stylish new handbag. This handbag can be purchased
for $80 USD at www.timbuk2.com

iRobot Scooba®
The first floor washing robot for the home that preps, washes, scrubs, and dries your
floor. Uses fresh Clorox® Scooba cleaning solution from start to finish, leaving floors
clean, dry, and ready to walk on. Safe to use on all sealed hardwood, tile and linoleum
flooring. It’s time to stop mopping. From iRobot, the makers of the top-selling iRobot
Roomba® vacuuming robot, comes a revolutionary new way to clean your hard floors.
Meet iRobot Scooba Floor Washing Robot, the world’s first floor-washing robot for the
home. Unlike mop and bucket methods that just spread dirty water around on your
floor, Scooba uses fresh Clorox® Scooba cleaning solution from start to finish. With
the press of a button, the robot leaves your hard floors clean, dry, and ready to walk
on. Try the iRobot Scooba® risk-free for 30 days or purchase for $349.99 from
www.iRobot.com

Pentax OPTIO W20
Excellent waterproof performance. The compact Pentax Optio W20 digital camera
offers superb waterproof photography, including a slim, flat body design. The Optio
W20 is capable of underwater photography without requiring a waterproof case or
other accessories. Its waterproof design meets the JIS Class 8 waterproof standard,
enabling it to withstand up to 30 minutes of continuous operation at an underwater
depth of up to five feet. In addition, the Optio W20 features a new Blur Reduction
High ISO mode that selects ISO up to 1600, and an upgrade to 7.0 effective mega
pixels to offer improved image quality in a fun, easy-to-handle package. The Pentax
Optio W20 can be purchased for $299.99 USD from www.RitzCamera.com
By Suzannah Richards, CFO & Tech Goddess
www.WeChamber.org
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Maximize the use of Technology while you manage
Work in Life! by Gabriela Corá-Locatelli, M.D., M.B.A.
Some claim the increased use of computer technology has decreased productivity at work while
employees “waste their time” on the computer. The truth is our ability to “take care of business”
has drastically increased since we have improved our computer skills and effectively applied
these to our work. Whether we are entrepreneurs or we work for Corporate America, the appropriate
use of technology has provided for the amazing opportunity to elevate businesses to competitive,
cutting-edge, state-of-the-art enterprises while enabling global networking opportunities. The
amount of work we now encounter has geometrically increased since we have fully implemented
internet practices. Remember the days in which we received occasional faxes and regular mail?
Remember we used to wait for days or weeks for a response? Our expectations for instant
communication have exponentially increased as wireless internet or handheld devices can reach
us anytime, anyplace around the world. Many of us receive hundreds of messages a day, and even
if many of these messages end up in the junk email box, we still need to screen and filter these
effectively. We could simply blame our sleepless nights on technology, just like we would blame
a table for running into it... We must use technology in our favor, maximizing its applied benefits
and setting helpful boundaries so as not to become its slave…These are some helpful tips I’ve
used myself and suggested to others in order to effectively incorporate technology in our busy
lives and work:
Tip #1: Learn specific computer programs that will
help you in your line of work. For example, if you write
articles, learn Word; if you work with databases, learn
Excel, and if you prepare presentations, learn
PowerPoint. If you don’t know how to use a computer,
it is never late to start. If you are a pro, see how you
can go on to the next level. If you don’t know any of
these programs and you believe you should, hire
someone who is proficient in the use of these. Delegate
(effectively) whenever you can.
Tip #2: Although you don’t need to be a webmaster
to have a website, you still want to make sure the “face”
of your site clearly reflects your business “identity”. Work
closely with your brand designer and seek to learn the
general aspects of effectively running your site. Learn how
to maximize the benefits of having a website.
Tip #3: If you are overwhelmed with emails, consider
using different emails for different purposes and establish
filters to block junk email or spam. If you have an
assistant, coach him/her to pre-screen and filter your
numerous emails. Train your assistant as to what
messages you need to attend to.

Tip#4: Block your work times while at your office
or home office, and concentrate on one thing at a
time. If you need to complete an assignment or
project, anticipate how long it will take and do not
allow for interruptions. Avoid falling in the trap of
answering to phone or email messages during this
time. Concentrate on the work you need to do.

Tip #5: If you have a home office, make sure you
effectively set up work and resting times. Decide how
many days and hours you will work and take the
appropriate breaks. Many are initially thrilled to work
from home and eventually dread the seemingly endless
working days. When it’s time to “close shop”, close
your home office door and enjoy the rest of the day
with your loved ones.
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Tip #6: For the Business Traveler: If you travel for
a couple of days, consider using a wireless handheld
device to stay connected instead of carrying your
notebook everywhere. Answering briefly to important
messages maximizes your efficiency. You can always
send a longer response upon your return. If there is
any issue that needs to be resolved immediately, you
can still use your cell phone or wireless device. Avoid
establishing an immediate response system (unless your
work relates to providing for emergency responses).
Instead, establish a response time and stick to it: i.e.:
phone and email responses within 24 hours, excluding
weekends. Communicate this decision to your clients.

Tip #7: If traveling for several days, keep contact
with your family and friends. Consider connecting via
phone or the internet. This may be particularly helpful if
your have children (and spouses!) waiting for your
return.

Dr. Corá is President of The Executive Health & Wealth Institute, Inc. Her expertise in managing work in
life inspired her to design a powerful program assisting executives in Leading under Pressure®,
providing for effective strategies to maximize peak performance and productivity while maximizing health
and well-being. Her energized enthusiasm, strategic focus, and innovative style are qualities in action as
an expert consultant, executive coach, and speaker, making her a key collaborator of Fortune 500
corporations and international organizations. She is a licensed medical doctor, mediator, has a master’s in
business administration, and is a professional member of the National Speakers Association.
The Executive Health & Wealth Institute, Inc. is a WBENC-certified international consulting firm based in Miami, Florida. Our
experts provide consulting services, executive coaching, corporate advice, training workshops, seminars and consensus building
meetings, assisting executives and corporations in Individual and Organizational Health & Wealth.
http://www.ExecutiveHealthWealth.com

Need help with business issues and challenges?
Need career advice?
Are you having trouble managing work-related issues?
Ask WE is our new column that will provide expert advice and
opinion on a variety of business and career issues from women
and men around the world. Beginning with the very next issue of WE
magazine for women, Ask WE will provide solid, and down-to-earth
advice to help you work through those difficult daily challenges be it
business, career or professional opinion, WE can help! WE know what is
important to women in this complex, ever-changing world. The best and
most interesting questions will be posted online and in WE magazine for
women. Do you need a second opinion, a new perspective or just a
sounding board? Ask WE welcomes and encourages your questions and
comments and looks forward to providing you with practical,
applicable solutions and responses.
How to contact ASK WE:
Send your questions and comments to
AskWE@WeChamber.org
Or mail them to: Ask WE c/o WeChamber
10890 SW 27 Court, Davie, FL 33328
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What Makes Web Press Releases Different from
Traditional Ones?

by Dina Giolitto

If you’re newly initiated into the Web marketing world, you may wonder about internet PR. Why
do you need it? How are Web press releases different than the traditional ones you learned to
write in Journalism class?
First, the basic purpose in writing a press release is still the same: announce a newsworthy
story that puts your business in a positive light. In your press release, cover the 5W’s and H:
the Who, What, When, Where, Why and How of your news story. Include a quote or two from a
relevant source (qualified expert, product user or other) that “gives the story legs,” so to speak.
Resist the temptation to use your press release as a selling tool. This is not advertising; this is
reputation enhancement based on human interest news.
Now for the differences: here are some extras that come with submitting press on the web!

1. Web PR is as much a search engine tool
as it is a form of journalism.
Major news sites around the globe are hooked up
to the Web PR pipeline, running news across RSS
channels that anyone in the world can pick up and
share on their own Web site. Thus, even if you run
four press releases over the next four months and
not one media contact responds, you’re still getting
the good effects of link-spreading. The idea is to
get your business name out there and keep it
circulating.
2. Web press releases bring you targeted
traffic.
Just like the world of article marketing, online PR
is organized categorically. The PR submission and
distribution process is naturally designed to channel
in fresh, niche-specific leads who are already
interested in your products and services. Tip: to
leverage the most traffic potential of a single press
release, submit to sites that allow live links and be
sure to HTML-code your release before clicking
SUBMIT.

3. Web press release headlines
allow for more flexibility.
If journalism writing was never your bag,
have no fear. The internet is a much more
competitive environment than the world
of print media and therefore some
creative rule-bending may actually get
you noticed. Your primary goals: get your
PR out there, and make sure people read
it. Web content is arranged in such a way
that you are placed alongside of rival
companies 90% of the time. This is your
motivation to write as captivating a
headline as you possibly can.
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Other Key Points, Tips and Suggestions:
Submit Web press releases on a consistent basis.
Web press release backlinks reach out twice as far, yet “expire” much sooner than those generated
by article marketing. This is because Web PR moves much more quickly, with new stories cropping
up every second of every day which replace old ones on the RSS media circuit. Use Google’s
search engine to monitor your PR, see who’s picked up your stories and how many links are now
pointing back to your site. You will need to submit press releases regularly (once a month is
recommended) to maintain visibility and leverage the power of PR linking.
Write in the third person.
A press release is a news story about your company, told by an outside party. Unlike Web copy
where you’re addressing and pitching to the customer directly, the news release is a report of
your latest accomplishments and developments. Remember: articles offer advice. Ad copy
persuades. Press releases tell a story.
Look for the human interest story in everything you do.
What advancements has your company made recently? Have you offered up any charitable
contributions? Partnered with a fellow service provider? Received any recent accolades or
credentials? How does your organization fit into the larger scope of your industry; what trends
are you helping to usher in? Are you testing out a new technology or pioneering a new mode of
thought? Who will your actions benefit; how, and why?
Publish your press releases on your own Web site.
Add an “In the Press” section to your Web site, where interested parties can go to get a clear
picture of your brand image and a better understanding of your social and professional
involvements. Readers place a high value in information that has been released in news format,
so don’t overlook this huge credibility builder that does double duty as a page rank helper
(search engines love Web sites that continuously add content).
Want to build brand awareness for your company via Web press releases? Have a gander at
Wordfeeder.com’s Press Release Service details and then email dina@wordfeeder.com.

Like this article?
Have more of the same emailed to your inbox each month. Sign up for the Copywriting and Marketing
Ezine from Dina at http://wordfeeder.com and learn to write search engine-friendly web copy and market
yur web based business for free.

Copyright Dina Giolitto. All rights reserved. Dina Giolitto delivers laser-targeted web copy and strategic
marketing plans for companies wishing to build a loyal subscriber base and convert website visitors to
paying customers. Put your website, ezine, blog, sales letter, product landing page, network posts
and audio scripts in our experienced and capable hands.
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Women’s Ways of Mentoring with Catherine Seton,
Director – WomensMentoring.com.au in Australia
WE interviewed Catherine Seton, Director of the Australian Women’s Mentoring Network about Women’s Ways of
Mentoring. Here is some background on The AWMN and Catherine.
The AWMN was founded in May 2004. Having left a large organization which offered a quality mentoring program to its
employees and set up a small business, Catherine discovered that the options for finding a mentor were very limited.
She also discovered that there were a lot of women out there, particularly those in minority groups or those who felt
isolated (e.g. senior executive), who were also desperately looking for mentors. She therefore created exactly the sort
of mentoring network that she wanted for herself, and the AWMN came into existence.
The vision of the AWMN is two-fold. Firstly, it is to facilitate mentoring for women who don’t otherwise have access to
suitable mentors. Secondly, the AWMN provides corporate services whereby organizations can introduce what is
essentially a rebranded version of the AWMN website so they too can establish (or expand upon) a mentoring network,
and therefore increase the awareness and occurrence of mentoring for women in the workplace.

1. Catherine, tell us what mentoring is and
what it isn’t.
Mentoring is where one individual provides support,
encouragement and advice to another, based on their
knowledge, life and experience relative to the mentoring
theme. Mentoring often provides a two-way learning
experience for both mentor and protégé, which can
encourage deep satisfaction and numerous benefits in many
personal, career, organizational and developmental areas.
Mentoring is not about having somebody tell you what to
do, or encourage you to do things you don’t feel good about
doing. Neither is a mentor going to do all the work for you!
In addition, remember that a mentor will offer you the
wisdom of their experience, encourage you to try new things
and attempt to guide you through the career maze, but you
take full responsibility for what you do with that advice!
How are women’s ways of mentoring
different than men’s?
I believe that women do mentor differently to men; however
that’s not to say that women make better mentors than men.
Each have their own unique set of mentoring skills to offer
and I would go so far as to say that if you are serious about
career progression you should consider having a male as well
as a female mentor. A female mentor will understand how
women can experience subtle (or not so subtle) attitudes or
differences of behavior directed towards them because of their
gender; they will understand how you may need to approach
career success differently to the way men do; and they will
know what it’s like to hit the glass ceiling (and hopefully
give you some tips for getting through it!). A male mentor
will give you an insight into the ways in which men achieve
career success; they will encourage you to persevere and take
risks; and go for that pay rise now (and not wait 2yrs until
you’re 120% sure they’ll say yes!). Both types of mentors
should be able to introduce you to their networks (which will
be very different!) and this is one of the most valuable things
you will gain from mentoring.

3. What are some of the benefits of being
a mentor?
Development of management, leadership and
communication skills
A learning opportunity which will provide exposure to
new ideas and ways of thinking
Helping develop and support our female leaders of
tomorrow
Personal satisfaction in making a contribution through
sharing your ideas and experience
Transferal of knowledge
Increased respect, prestige, confidence and self
esteem

2.

4.

Contributing to your career development track record
What could/should a protégé expect from
the mentor relationship?
Increase in confidence and self-esteem
Personal growth and support for achieving goals
Advancement of knowledge, networking and
communication skills
Increased clarity in personal direction & development
of ideas
Development of skills to enable better career prospects
and choices
Gathering ideas and techniques for balancing work,
life and family
A learning opportunity which will provide exposure to
new ideas and ways of thinking
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5. MentoringWomen.com.au
talks about how mentors play a
key role in women’s career
success. Can you tell us more?
I think the following key points should be
kept in mind, when finding a mentor:
1. Identify what it is you really want
mentoring in. Be as specific as
possible (e.g. networking skills) and
then find a mentor who is
exceptional in that area.
2. Diversify your mentoring. You
wouldn’t put all your money in one
investment, so why rely on the
advice of only one mentor when it
comes to your career success. As
with point 1. above, pinpoint what
you want to focus on with your
mentoring then find one, two, three
mentors who have excellent
credentials in those areas. Don’t
expect one mentor to be brilliant at
everything.
3. Be proactive. If your company
doesn’t have a mentoring program,
then find a mentor within your own
network, or through somebody you
know, to mentor you informally.
Don’t sit back and wait for a mentor
to find you.
4. Trial the partnership before making
a decision. Sometimes first
impressions are the wrong
impressions. One of the benefits of
mentoring is to see the world
through another person’s eyes. If
that person is completely different
to yourself, then you are likely to
learn more than if your mentor is
just like you. Trial the mentoring
partnership for at least 3 sessions
before deciding whether or not to
continue. (and tell your mentor at
the start that there will be a trial
period).

6. What are some of the Rules of mentoring?
These are some general guidelines which both mentors and mentees can
follow to help maximize their mentoring experience:
·

Make a mentoring agreement. Use the agreement to outline mentor
and mentee roles and responsibilities. Make sure you are both very clear
on these.

·

Commitment to mentoring and being mentored. Enter a mentoring
relationship with somebody only if you are prepared to make the time
available to meet your responsibilities with the other person. Keep them
informed if things change, and renegotiate a lesser timeframe if necessary.
Don’t overextend yourself beyond what you are capable of achieving.

·

Observe business etiquette! You are in a professional mentoring
relationship and should use the same rules and etiquette you would with
a work colleague.
o Always be punctual for your meetings (or phone calls).
o Give plenty of notice if you need to postpone a meeting or phone
call.
o Stick to business. Small talk is a nice way to break the ice, but
don’t let this consume the time you spend together. Try setting an
agenda if you find you digress too often.
o Respect your workplace. Alway talk about your workplace and
colleagues respectfully (even if you don’t respect them). Discuss
problems and issues at work in a professional manner rather than
“bagging” them

·

Give the relationship some time. Mentors and mentees don’t always
“click” straight away, especially if there are different personality types
involved or you come from different backgrounds. However, sometimes
differences can lead to the greatest learning opportunities for both mentor
and mentee. Have at least 3-4 meetings before making a decision either
way, and ensure you specify an evaluation period in your mentoring
agreement, so you can both evaluate how the mentoring is going before
deciding whether to continue or not.

·

Respect the right of the other person to terminate the mentoring
relationship if they choose to. But do ask for feedback as to why, and
if they know somebody who would be more suitable that you could
contact.

·

Confidentiality is crucial between mentor and mentee. It is also
important to remember confidentiality clauses you may have signed
with your employer which must be observed (and respected by the
other person) during your mentoring.

5. You reap what you sow. The more
work you put into your mentoring,
the more you’ll get out of it.
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Finally, and most importantly, if your mentor is unknown to you, always take the same safety pre
cautions you normally would when meeting a stranger for the first time, whether it’s via a mentoring website,
phone, email or in person.
o

Never give out personal details such as your home address or phone number, or discuss personal issues
that are unrelated to your mentoring.

o

Substantiate that your mentor or mentee works where they say they work by contacting them during
business hours, preferably through reception. Ask for a business email address to email them on.

o

Never meet your mentor or mentee at their home or at a place or time which you feel may compromise
your personal safety.

7. How can our readers contact you?
www.WomensMentoring.com.au or by email: CASeton@WomensMentoring.com.au
or by phone +61 0411 289 257.

* Look for part two to this article in the Winter Issue when Catherine will
share some examples of successful relationships as well as the Roles
and Responsibilities both parties have for making it a success.

Catherine Seton - Director, Australian Women’s Mentoring Network - Catherine founded and manages
the Australian Women’s Mentoring Network and was the founder of the Australian Personal
Development Centre. Her background has included a number of years in university management
and the mentoring of administrative staff through career development and leadership programs.
She has been coaching professionally since 2002 and has helped a number of clients (including
entrepreneurs, company directors, solicitors, scientists and office professionals) achieve
difficult and sustainable goals which have positively changed their lives. For more information visit
http://www.WomensMentoring.com.au/
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WORTH READING:
Travel Guide to the World: Providing the Essentials to Get You the
Best Value and Most from Your Travel Experience
by Susan Kimmel ($14.95)

Travel Guide to the World is a valuable resource book for all leisure travelers.
It contains a wealth of destination ideas, ways to get increased value, ways to
exceed expectations, and much more. Combine the power of the Internet with
your own imagination, perhaps a travel consultant, and this book to get what
you want from a leisure travel vacation.

In Women We Trust:
A cultural shift to the softer side of business
by Mary Clare Hunt ($22.95)

In Women We Trust is written for those outside of the marketing department
tasked to provide female-friendly service, yet have no easy parameters to
guide them. It’s not about being politically correct; it’s about being personally
correct - knowing which “trust points” women value. Mary Clare Hunt is a
marketer by trade, but a consumer by birthright. In her ad agency and
business marketing roles, she has motivated customers in retail, services,
and business-to-business environments.

A Friend in Every City - One Global Family - A Networking Vision
for the Twenty First Century
by Penny Power, Thomas Power ($21.99)

Networking is the key skill for the 21st century worker. As birth rates go down, life
expectancy goes up and the business world continues to downsize to a core of
permanent workers, more of us will find the 21st century a tough place to make a
living. More of us will find ourselves working as freelancers or as part of ‘fractional
teams’ that come together for a project and then disband. Fewer of us will retire on
a pension - choosing instead to work on a portfolio of projects. A Friend in Every
City looks first at the forces shaping the new ways of working, then at how online
networks, such as LinkedIn, Open BC, Ryze and Ecademy, are evolving to provide
support for them.

How To Be An S.O.B. A Spunky Old Broad Who Kicks Butt
by Dr. Gayle Carson – ($19.95)

Gayle Carson is known as the 67 year old, three time cancer survivor who’s an internet
entrepreneur and a kick-boxing S.O.B. In this book, she reveals the nine principles for
living a regret free life tailored to women over 50.
She also gives you 13 S.O.B. Tips that are guaranteed to send your life on an upward
spiral of happiness, fulfillment and new adventures.
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With the opening of Chapter 2 in the Dorsey House in February 2006, the primary goal of
Chapter 2 is to create a self-sustaining enterprise that not only supports women but also gives
back to the community. And we plan to do it by creating a store that is unlike any other resale
and consignment store. With a modern and distinctive merchandising plan and a unique store
layout, brand and atmosphere, Chapter 2 is designed to look,
feel and be different than any other.

And we need your help.
Please go online and checkout
our catalog or stop by our store TODAY!
Address: 250 NW Ninth Street - Miami , FL 33136
Store Hours: Wednesday through Saturday - 10:00 am to 4:00 pm
Telephone: 305.377.2755 (US)
For more information or to make a contribution:
Email: nicole@thewomensalliance.org
WEBSITE: http://www.ch2clothing.org/index.html
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The Passion of the Choice
by Betty Dobson
When I was a little girl, my mother would limit the number of
activities I could try and groups I could join…mostly because
each one cost money and my five siblings each needed a shot
at an extracurricular pastime. My problem was that I had
many interests but little talent. Figure skating and gymnastics
brought me nothing but bruises. And the Girl Guides were
just too squeaky clean for someone with my developing sense
of sarcasm.

“Never give up. Get the knack of
getting people to help you and also
pitch in yourself.”
~~Ruth Gordon

As an adult, I’ve done my best to overcome those childhood restrictions and experiment with a variety of career
options. I excelled in the secretarial arts and demonstrated an early aptitude for data processing. My reward? A
data entry job that produced muscle spasms in my right arm within the first year. With the passing of my thirtieth
birthday, the time had come to decide what I wanted to be now that I had grown up.
I went back to university with the idea of studying English and writing. Despite a short-lived but successful
detour into the world of psychology—I had visions of my parents referring to me as “our daughter, the doctor”—
I returned to my original plan and declared myself a writer. After all, I could only do justice to one passion at a
time. Right?
If only life were that simple. Before long, I found myself on another detour through somewhat familiar terrain,
editing two cookbooks for two different fundraisers. “That’s it,” one of my co-workers pronounced. “You’ve
found your calling. You’re an editor.”
In the “Year of the Cookbooks” (1998), I started my own company based on the premise of being an editor and
publisher. But what to call the business? I knew “InkSpotter” (one of my online aliases) would be part of the
mix, but I played around with several descriptive elements. I settled on “Publishing & Print Media Services” in
the beginning, although it seemed too wordy—practically heretical in the publishing world.
The business languished in a state of paralysis for many years. By 2002, influenced in no small part by wellintentioned friends and associates, I veered into business writing and editing (and changed the name to “InkSpotter
Writing & Editing” to better represent my new identity). The change worked, and I started landing occasional
contract jobs. The money was certainly better, but I didn’t get much satisfaction out of the work.
The following year, I took a chance and created my first monthly newsletter, InkSpotter News. Then, with the
support of my late friend and mentor, Bill Rieser, I fully rediscovered my passion for publishing in 2004. He
gently yet firmly drafted me to be the “in-house” publisher for his Writers’ Association’s series of print anthologies.
From there, I gradually tapped into a niche doing edits and layouts on book-length manuscripts for a variety of
satisfied clients.
Along the way, I formally redubbed myself “InkSpotter Publishing” (short, sweet, and oh-so where I wanted to
be from the start). In 2005, I added the monthly newsletter Heritage Writer to the publishing schedule. My
company’s first two books—Paper Wings and Holiday Writes—will be published by the end of 2006, and
several more books are planned for next year.
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I could never discount the value of each detour on the route to my current career. Secretarial and data processing
training gave me many of the skills needed for desktop publishing. Psychology gave me insight into human nature that
often helps with client and supplier relations. And every other experience—good or bad—simply added to my store of
knowledge.
Viveca A. Stone, founder of GetReadyForLove.com, describes the path to success as “Trial/Error then surrendering
to inspiration.” In her case, more than one passion inspired her efforts, and not necessarily in terms of the work
involved. “My first passion was proving myself,” she says. “I did that with my software publishing business—
produced numerous ‘best sellers’ and ‘award winners.’”
Her business efforts over the years met with varied success. Viveca learned early that success required networking
and teambuilding. By trying to do everything on her own, she experienced extreme fatigue. Here, too, she
discovered a cause worth pursuing. “My current passions are helping others and myself recover from fatigue and
build teams.”
Tracy Repchuk’s
Three-Point
Guide to Measuring Success:
Tracy Lynn Repchuk—President of the Canadian
Federation of Poets and the author of The Poetry
of Business—understands that finding your passion
is often a lifelong pursuit of a single goal. She uses
poetry to encourage people “to explore their inner
child, or review their original purpose to see if they
are on track. We often go in a different path for many
reasons, but at some point it is time to say enough,
and do what you really want to be doing.

1 – Money – Am I financially where I wanted to be? –
YES
2 – Recognition – Have I been recognized by my peers
or the industry with respect to my contributions? –
YES
3 – Happiness – Am I happy? – YOU BET
Given that, though, I am always striving to do better, do
more, and contribute where I can.

“I personally have gone the direction I wanted,” Tracy adds, “but I have counseled hundreds of people that haven’t,
and they seem to hit two barriers—at some point they have what they thought they wanted: money, cars, travel,
houses, family—yet still are unhappy; or they know this isn’t what they wanted—and are looking to get back on track.
When you aren’t fulfilling what you set off to do in this lifetime, no matter what you achieve, it won’t be enough.”
Each person’s definition of success is different, of course. Tracy follows a basic three-point guide that involves
money, recognition, and happiness (see sidebar). By contrast, BoomerWomenSpeak.com founder Dotsie Bregel
says, “I feel successful because every day I connect, encourage, support, educate, and empower baby boomer
women by simply having the number one site on all search engines for ‘baby boomer women.’”
For some, the secret to success seems to be sticking with your original goal rather than following the easier
money regardless of the type of work involved. For others, passion comes in many forms, shifting and evolving
over time. Either way, as the saying goes, “Do what you love, and the money will follow.” And you just might
be happier—getting there, being there, and staying there.

Betty Dobson is an award-winning, published writer and the owner of
InkSpotter Publishing. As a longtime volunteer, she donates her time and her
talents to causes close to her heart, including adult literacy, AIDS
awareness, and the prevention of violence against women. She shares her
living space with an overgrown kitty who believes (rightly or wrongly) that
he’s the one in charge. URL: http://inkspotter.com/
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Yoga for the Small Business Owner
by Gina Rafkind

Just when you think you are ready to enter your home office the phone starts to ring. You already sent your kids
off to day camp but as you pick up the home phone, you notice your dog is sitting patiently by the door, waiting
for his morning walk. At the same time, your stomach starts grumbling……….sound familiar?
Along with the rest of the household chores and paperwork that needs to be filed, owning a small business can
be challenging as time is scarce in this fast-paced lifestyle that we lead. Amidst this stress and pace, there is one
thing that can help to promote more balance, stillness and awareness in our daily lives………………..YOGA.
The abundant styles of yoga can seem overwhelming to someone just starting out. To drop the confusion, one
needs to know the core of all yoga styles remain the same and consist of:
• Breathing
• Postures
• Meditation
Benefits
Developing a yoga practice brings many benefits to both your personal and business life such as:
• Stress reduction
• Improvement in mental clarity, focus and concentration
• Increased flexibility and creativity to achieve goals
• The ability to face challenges with ease
• Improved muscular endurance for energy and stamina
You can take away from your place of practice many of the above benefits and incorporate them into your
everyday business operations. Yoga makes you become aware of weaknesses in your body and helps you gently
strengthen that specific area. You learn proper alignment and then attempt the yoga posture. Likewise in
business, you discover what your weaknesses are and seek ways to strengthen them.
For instance, my strength is creativity and hands-on product development but I needed to acquire new skills and
knowledge in other areas such as marketing. In this case, yoga taught me to step back and become more aware
of all the individual components that make a successful business, just like there are many small components that
make a balanced yoga posture. Some of these yoga components include proper body alignment, muscular
contraction and softening and executing a specific order of movements in both entering and exiting the pose. In
business, such components may include product development, inventory, packaging, pricing, marketing and
advertising. If any of these parts are missing, your business and your yoga posture may fall short of a successful
outcome. Yoga clears your mind so you can ‘see’ and focus on the direction you want your business to take.
Thus you can use the intuition that you learn on the mat, apply it to your work experience and focus on
modifying your business strategies to attain your goals.
Breathing
The entire yoga practice is focused on the breath and it’s important role in moving from one posture to the next
with ease and grace. How often do you stop and take a deep breath during your hectic schedule? Several times
during your business day, try to stop for one minute and take a few deep, attentive breaths to maintain calmness,
refocus and oxygenate your body to increase your energy level. You will notice how just this simple breathing
practice enhances your day. This in itself, is a form of meditation; becoming aware of your inhale breath and
your exhale breath. It allows us to flow with a more calm and organized approach in your business venture.
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Where do you start?
Check your local area for health clubs and yoga studios for their beginner class schedule. If there is more than
one teacher, try them all and find the one you are most comfortable with. The class should be small so the
instructor can have a close eye on each individual’s movements to ensure a safe practice. One-on-one yoga
sessions may be an option if you desire more individual attention or you can start a home practice by purchasing
a yoga dvd (see resources below). There is also a deep philosophy rooted in the practice of yoga. Anyone
interested in further knowledge on this subject should read “The Wisdom of Yoga” by Stephen Cope.
Yoga has enhanced my life in many areas and I hope it does the same for you. I strive to keep balance in my life
and yoga helps me do that. Give it a try and see where your journey of self-discovery leads you.
Essential Oils for Yoga and Meditation
Although there are many essential oils I love, the top three that I think of for yoga and meditation are Sandalwood,
Frankincense and Myrrh.
Sandalwood: Sandalwood has been used for over 4,000 years and is one of the oldest known scents used in
perfumery. It has a deep, sweet, earthy aroma. Sandalwood helps to soothe aggression, relieve stress and serves
as a sleep aid. It is also well known as a meditation aid. You can add 3-4 drops of sandalwood to 10 ml of a
carrier oil such as jojoba or sweet almond oil and dab this mixture on your wrists or inhale the scent right from
the bottle to prepare for meditation or when you just need to relax.
Frankincense: Frankincense is a perfect essential oil for contemplation and maintaining a clear mind. Frankincense
has been used for years in religious ceremonies and rituals for purification. It is excellent for meditation as it is
known to ‘slow the breath’. This also makes it perfect for the 6th Chakra, also called the ‘third eye’, assisting
with clairvoyance.
Myrrh: Myrrh is a very centering essential oil and brings issues you usually hide from out in the open to explore
and work on. It’s scent is deep, earthy and warm with a slight medicinal quality; an easily recognized essential
oil due to this unique aroma. Myrrh has been highly used in religious ceremonials, perfumes and healing ointments
for over 3,000 years.
Prior to yoga or meditation, you can inhale these essential oils right from the bottle or use 3-5 drops of one (or
be creative and combine all three totaling 3-5 drops) in 10 ml of carrier oil such as jojoba to place on your pulse
points. Try these or use your favorite essential oils in combination with the three mentioned above to create your
own unique meditative blend.
Resources DVD:

Inhale~Enjoy~Exhale,

VinyasaFlowYoga-Uniting Movement and Breath-Session One with Seane Corn
Aligning the Upper Body-Level 1: For Beginners with Lauren Mones

Gina Rafkind
Yoga-Step by Step-The Total Guide to Managing Stress with Baxter Bell, MD

Always consult your physician before starting your yoga practice especially
if you have any medical conditions or concerns and/or physical limitations.
About Gina Rafkind - Through VedaSun, Gina dedicates herself to helping people find balance in their lives.
Besides carrying amazing products, her goal is to share knowledge and information she finds that can help each
person discover their own path back to balance. Veda means ‘knowledge’ in Sanskrit and the Sun represents
‘passion’ to Gina, thus she is passionate about sharing the knowledge and products she discovers with you.
Gina’s website is http://www.VedaSun.com and you can also sign up for her email newsletter, The Scent
Sanctuary, and have a chance to win amazing VedaSun products.
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Creating Your Small
Business Disaster Plan
By Donna Gunter
I’m a recent Hurricane Rita evacuee and survived the evacuation and the
ensuing hurricane. Running from a hurricane isn’t something I’ve ever had
to do before, nor is it something I’d ever like to do again. However, as a
solo business owner, I’m quite thankful that I have a virtual business. The
fact that I’m virtual and can operate from anywhere that there’s electricity
and phone service was of great help to me in this disaster and helped me
reopen my business a scant 4 days after the landfall of Hurricane Rita.
I’ve now returned to my home in Beaumont, TX, which was one of the
cities devastated by the storm, and there were brick and mortar businesses
that are still closed almost 4 weeks after the hurricane struck. Many were
closed because of the damage to their buildings and they are gutting and repairing their buildings
currently. Others were partially open and were serving limited menus (restaurants) or had limited items
for sale, as they haven’t been able to restock, or had imposed limited operating hours because their
employees had not yet returned from the evacuation (or have been lost to another employer). Others
simply appear to be closed, with no apparent reason or rationale for the closure.
As a solo-preneur, what can you do to make your business disaster-proof? It seems that we have an
increasing number of hurricanes making landfall in the coastal states, and add to that an increased
number of other types of natural disasters like tornadoes, earthquakes, wildfires, mud slides, ice
storms, blizzards, etc. makes me think that there is no ideal location in which to operate a business.
Now accepting that natural disasters are here to stay, here’s what I learned from my hurricane evacuation
that helped me get my business back up and running quickly:

1. Know the location of your vital papers. You
should be able to quickly put into a folder the
following for you and your family: your marriage
license, birth certificate, social security card,
driver’s license or state ID card, car title/mortgage
info and insurance contact info, house deed/
mortgage info and insurance contact info,
employee ID card, and apartment lease or copy
of a utility bill. In a disaster, you’ll be asked to
prove where you live and that you are who you
claim you are, especially when applying for
disaster
assistance.

3. Create a file with vital contact information. I
copied a file with all of my usernames and pass codes
for websites, bank accounts, etc. to my USB flash drive
(a key chain-like device with 512 MB or 1 GB of
memory — I use one from Lexar, http://www.lexar.com)
as well as the physical and email addresses and all
phone numbers of friends, clients and family members
— anyone I needed to contact during the evacuation
period. You’ll also want to take along your children’s
school contact info to be able to check on the current
operating status of your child’s school, as well as local
media website info. My lifeline in getting current
information about my home city was through the
websites of Beaumont’s newspapers and television and
radio stations. If you keep your contact info in Outlook
and have a Yahoo account, Yahoo offers a
synchronization feature in which you can synchronize
all of your info in Outlook to your Yahoo account. Find
out more here: http://help.yahoo.com/help/intsync. All
you need to access your info in Yahoo is a computer
and to know your username and password. To manage
my usernames and passwords, I use Roboform, found
at http://www.RoboForm.com.

2. Have an online backup of all of your
computer data. I back up my computer in two
ways—to an external portable hard drive as well
as to an online backup service. I use both
because my files are my livelihood — I would be
dead in the water without them — so I want to
leave absolutely no room to lose my data. For
my external backup, I use a 100 GB portable
drive
made
by
Seagate,
http://
www.seagate.com, and for my online backup, I
have an unlimited amount of space that I pay for
with Carbonite, www.Carbonite.com
.
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4. Know the primary office/computer equipment
that will be required to get your business up and
running. I had operated with a minimal amount of
my office equipment recently due to my being a
house sitter for a friend for 2 months. So, upon
receiving the mandatory evacuation order, I knew
in relatively short order that to run my business, I
needed my desktop PC, flat panel monitor, wireless
mouse and keyboard, speakers, modem and
associated cords, backup portable external hard
drive, office telephone and associated cords, laptop
computer, printer, box of software, and scanner. It
sounds like a great deal of equipment, but I packed
it all into 2 boxes from U-Haul (1 small and 1 medium
box). I knew I could work for at least 2 months
comfortably with just this equipment.
5. Know the location of your primary paper files
for your clients/business. I have 2 sets of files
— ones for the immediate short-term that I use
frequently and my lateral file drawer files that are
primarily reference files. I grabbed the contents of
the two drawers of my 2-drawer file cabinet (which
hold my immediate short-term files), all of which fit
into one small U-Haul box.
6. Have a backup telephone plan. I wasn’t sure
what I was going to do for phone service for my
business, as all of my clients are scattered across
the US and in Canada. Just to be safe, I upgraded
my cell phone plan, and had a prepaid calling card
(purchased an AT&T calling card at Sam’s Club) at
my disposal if I needed it. As luck would have it,
my hotel offered an unlimited Internet access/long
distance plan for an additional $1.88 per day, so I
happily signed up for that, saving myself a fortune
in phone calls and Internet service fees.

7. Have a backup Internet access plan. Since
power restoration to my home was estimated at 28 weeks, I had to find temporary lodging. I looked
for a hotel that offered high speed Internet access
and was able to use their system for my Internet
access. However, once I found the hotel, I also
called the tech support of my DSL ISP and found
the local dial-up numbers for the area in which the
hotel is located. I never had to use the dial-up
service, but it was good info to have. If you have
cable or DSL Internet service, now is the time to
discover alternate Internet access plans to be able
to get online should your DSL or cable access be
out-of-service. You should also know how to access your email online through your ISP if you don’t
have access to your computer. If your ISP doesn’t
offer a version of web mail, you can use this service free-of-charge, Mail2Web, www.mail2web.com.
8. Bring along adequate office supplies for a
month. I threw in pens, pencils, post-it notes, a
calculator, stamps, envelopes, tape, stapler, paper
clips, note pads, etc. that would last me at least a
month while I was out of my office. I used a portable plastic file case in which to carry these items.
9. Outline your office procedures to help you
operate independently or be able to delegate
tasks. I carry much of my info in my head to run
my office, or have what I need stored in various
files across my computer. What makes more sense
for the future is to document all of my office procedures, as well as computer and client info, so that
everything I need is in one document. I can then
upload this doc to my Yahoo account, my backup
files, or carry it with my on my USB flash drive. My
colleague, Jean Hanson, has designed a great template that asks you to note and record everything
you (or someone else) would need to know to get
your business back up and running called the Home
Office Procedures Manual.

10. Bring a digital camera to record the event and/or record damages to personal property. I
wish I’d had a digital camera to record all that I witnessed during my evacuation from Hurricane Rita. My
sister took tons of pictures, but I would’ve loved to have had the same opportunity. More importantly,
however, is the need for a digital camera to record damage to your home and property. In a wide-spread
disaster, it can be at least a month before your insurance adjuster will be able to assess damages to your
property. In the meantime, however, you need to start repairs, like placing a tarp on your roof, boarding
up broken windows, removing downed trees from your house or yard, or cleaning your refrigerator of
spoiled food. In many cases, your insurance will cover the repairs or food replacement, but you need to
carefully document the “before” scenario in order to receive compensation for your loss.
Don’t let a natural disaster destroy your business. Take some time now to prepare your disaster-readiness plan, and get back into business as soon as you can!

© Online Business Resource Queen (TM) - Coach Donna Gunter helps self-employed service
professionals learn how to get more clients online. To sign up for more tips like these and claim your
complimentary gift, TurboCharge Your Online Marketing Toolkit, visit her site at
http://www.GetMoreClientsOnline.com.
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Want a cost-effective way to advertise your business?
WE magazine for women™ is considered the E-source for business, executive and professional women. Our
readers are made up of women (and men) searching for ways to enhance their life personally and professionally – that
includes how to be better at their careers, how to promote their products and services online and offline, how to increase their
income and fortune, how to establish a web presence, travel and technology tips, advice, resources and international news.
The magazine is sent (PDF format) to more than 8,500 subscribers and is posted on the WECAI NETWORK™ websites. The
size of the magazine is 60 pages, more or less.
Listed below are the current rates based upon 4issues per year. Should you require additional information, or wish to advertise
for more than one year, please contact Heidi@Wecai.org for special pricing. These prices are based upon the current
subscriber base of 8,500 + as of September 15, 2006. This does not include the more than 200,000 unique visitors
we receive each month which will increase the viewing rate considerably. Currently our average for new subscribers
is between 5% and 8% increase per month.
Posted rates are good through 2006 and are subject to change beginning January 1, 2007. Take advantage of our special
rates today! Rates are quoted in US Dollars.

Full-color Advertising Rates

1 issue
2 issues
3 issues
All 4 issues

*Full Page

½ Page

¼ Page

Business Card

$287
$527
$737
$947

$177
$307
$437
$597

$97
$167
$237
$317

$57
$97
$147
$177

*Page size is approximately 8 inches by 11 inches
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Castle St. Jorge

PORTUGAL

I FIRST came to Lisbon when I was 23 years old, as an
exchange student. As I came to the Marquis of Pombal
roundabout in the heart of Lisbon and looked at Liberty Avenue, down the
slope towards the sea – the view just took my breath away. Twenty-two
years later it still does. Lisboa – the proud capital over-looking the Tagus
River is imbued with the sweet aroma of the sea breeze as it spreads out over
seven hills cascading down to the sea under a limitless sky and bathed in
sunlight – an indescribable light and every painter’s dream. It is the city that
never sleeps where you can party all night long. The Dowager Duchess of
Europe.

by Linda Pereira

Cascais Bay
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Over twenty years ago I took the decision to live here.
Everyone I knew considered my decision really radical,
after all it was not the fashion at the time. I travel a lot
in my work but every time I return, it is still the most
fantastic, sensual experience. But even people who have
lived here all their lives are still taken aback by how
beautiful the city can look; the castle at sunset for
example. Lisbon has just got to be the world’s best
destination for those who want the whole experience,
culture, over nine hundred years of history, endless
sunshine, friendly welcoming people, a safe and secure
place to be, the sea, mountains, a thousand shades of
green, endless golden beaches, fairytale palaces and
castles and a family-loving destination, and it is not
just a question of quality but of phenomenal quality.
Lisbon is the perfect size and extremely visitor-friendly;
Alfama District
it really does appeal to all tastes. However Lisbon has
to be experienced – not described. Lisbon is for the senses, it must be seen, smelt, tasted, felt
and heard! The sheer breath-taking beauty of the sunset watched from the St George’s Castle
walls, while the dulcid impassioned notes of the Fado echo from a Fado house and twist your
heart as you share the heartbreak of unrequited or betrayed love; the aroma of Portuguese
gastronomy as it tingles your senses and reminds you to head to the nearest restaurant and
reward yourself with amazing food and unbelievable wines. Part of the Lisbon experience is the
vast variety of restaurants and historical places to visit, the friendliness of its locals and the
exquisite quality of its food. An evening walk down to the
river is another treat and to revive my spirits I like to visit
the splendid restaurants in the dockland area down by the
Tagus River or the elegant Belém gardens. Lisbon still
has so many wonderful old-fashioned shops and cafés.
Then of course, there is the already famous Park of
Nations where you can find something for everyone from
the most discerning business traveler to the family with
small children to entertain. After dinner you can choose
between the casinos, the lively all night discotheques or
riverside bars or even a quiet nightcap in a rooftop bar
overlooking the glistening river. The Portuguese celebrate
life and even when they work they celebrate – everything
they do is done with joy –and all those who visit also feel
it.
Cafe Brasileira
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Lisbon Downtown

Of course the beauty of this destination
does not end with the city itself. To
the west is the sun-drenched coastline
of cosmopolitan Estoril, the once
famous resort of kings and the place
of exile for the royal families of Europe
during World War II, or romantic Sintra
a veritable Paradise of fairytale castles
and palaces perched on hilltops, and
to the south endless beaches of fine
gold sand. To the north is a region of
vast orchards and bulls grazing in the
meadows with its memories of the knights Templar and well-renowned churches.

Here is where the Atlantic Ocean first meets Europe. From here the caravels set sail to discover
the new world and changed the world economy, as well as the geographical patterns of the meeting
of cultures and communication between peoples. Portuguese is a language spoken by over 200
million people from Europe to South America, India and the African Continent but here over 65%
of the population speak English as a second language so communication for the visitor is extremely
easy. The city which greets you, is one of freedom, open to modernization, home to a people that
have left their imprint and many memories in all continents and made the sea their own destiny. A
hospitable and sociable people, open to others, naturally curious for that which is unknown and
different, a people to whom adventure and universality have become an identifying mark.
So why is this city still something of an undiscovered secret? Perhaps therein lies the reason for
its perfection!
Linda Recommends:

Must “do’s”:
A walk by the Tagus River
Dinner in the Docklands Area at one of the many restaurants
A visit to the Baixa, the commercial centre of Lisbon where traditional
shops still gift-wrap your purchases for free.
A coffee stop in Belém and a famous Pastel de Nata, a delicious cake and
an experience in itself
A week-end stay at the hotel Estoril Palace, truly a Royal experience or at
the Praia Mar if you want breath-taking views over the estuary where
the River Tagus meets the Atlantic Ocean
A drive to Sintra and its beautiful Palaces the train ride all the
way along the coast to Cascais
Fado: To know the history of Fado –visit the Casa do Fado
To hear the Fado – In the Alfama Quarter or dine at Sr. Vinho in Lapa
Alfama – the historic centuries old Moorish quarter where the
Fado was born
Send comments or questions to linda@cpl.pt
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Linda Pereira
The

Destination
Diva
D
Tell us a little bit about yourself. How you got
started in business, why you chose the
businesses you are in, a little about your
business model and anything else that will
help our readers get to know the
Destination Diva.

I graduated in modern languages from Kings College in London with my heart set on becoming an
Interpreter. As an interpreter I had a privileged position in observing how meetings were organized
and why. My interpretation career took me around the world and after five years I yearned for more
than just transmitting the message for others. I guess that communication was my passion but I
wanted to influence the medium for that communication and it wasn’t long before I started organizing
press conferences and small international high profile political meetings. During my interpretation
years I took time to do a Masters degree in Education for Adults and later one in Protocol. Being
blessed with my natural PR skills my next logical steps were to study marketing and congress
management. Whilst traveling all over the world accompanying Members of Government I had been
present in the most important events which have marked our recent history.
My expertise in protocol and business etiquette as well as cross-cultural communication gave me a
privileged status as a consultant in government circles and at the highest corporate levels. I felt that my
next logical step was my own company. I run a limited company that was started with 4 partners each with
different complimentary skills and talents. Today, twenty years later I am the majority shareholder of the
Group of 3 companies, one dedicated to Marketing and Public Relations, one specializing in Training,
Multicultural business skills and Languages and CPL Events whose core business is professional congress
organisation, destination management and marketing. I have turned my passion for travel, cultures and
people into my business.
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You offer a wide variety of services at
CPL Events – how has this helped
your business grow?
Basically CPL Events is one of three companies
within the group L&I communications. Although CPL
Events has as its core business the professional
management of meetings, incentives and destination
analysis for our clients, this is complemented by a
vast array of complimentary services which over the
years have emerged as client needs and which we
recognized as niche markets. This also meant that
we could make sure that the quality services we were
so proud of could be complemented by others of
the same standard. So we added translation,
interpretation, multilingual secretarial services, IT
services, and training for the industry. Today we can
offer end-to-end services for a congress or just
complement the client’s in-house departments with
additional services they might need. For example
we are now highly requested to provide secretarial
services for VIPs traveling to and from Portugal. We
send a personal assistant with them who speaks
their language, the local language and English.
During their work that person will truly be their fulltime assistant.

What was your first year like?
My first year in business was all about believing and perseverance. I truly had passion for what I was
doing and believed in my ideas and that kept me sane. As most people in business know , when you
start out you work 24 hours a day, you do not leave your job behind at the end of the day and you are
the last stop for all the problems which emerge and to make life easier I had two children under 4
years of age. What kept me sane…two amazing secret weapons, a highly supportive husband with
his own career, and the blessing of having the perfect partner, a woman who shared my vision, my
problems and my objectives. I was a woman in a Latin male dominated culture, where you truly have to
work ten times more than a man to get half the recognition.

What is it about your job that might keep you awake at night?
Details -The details. I am extremely detail-oriented. From color coordination to details of protocol and
cultural etiquette. I worry about every aspect and in fact I have now made it a rule that we walk
through the whole event in detail, on-site the evening before just so I can see the whole thing as it
should be. I am embarrassed to say that I keep a notebook and pen under my bed on my side
because I often wake up in the middle of the night with a great idea that I must immediately jot down.
It is amazing the number of mornings I find three or four full pages and I have no recollection of when
I wrote them.
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What are some of the obstacles you
have overcome?

What is the most unique aspect of
your business?

Of course the obstacles for me were in many
ways different from others because I was a
foreigner and trying to work in a male dominated
culture is hard enough but getting financial
support from banks, getting through the right
doors only with the belief that what you offer is
better than the next person. Having a sound
faultless business plan and a champion is very
important. I was fortunate that my years as an
interpreter had given me the opportunity to travel
around the world more than once and the
experience and knowledge you acquire is
priceless so long before associations and
corporations were talking about multiculturalism
and culture awareness etc. I already had that
knowledge and was one of the few who did. This
was truly an advantage; the problem was proving
that this was important when organizing
international events or traveling on business.
Once I had produced my first major event to a
standard no-one had ever seen and made sure
it had tremendous media coverage my business
was launched. The major obstacles have truly
been to get my message across about quality,
cultural sensitivity and corporate responsibility.

The personal touch, my company sells emotions
and experiences. We really do care. I make sure
that I speak to every client at least once. I make
sure that we keep updated information on their
preferences, tastes, important occasions etc. We
try to make them part of enlarged team. We make
sure that we keep them informed of the latest
trends and in the meeting industry and provide
free advice on how to place their products or
services in the mind of the consumer. In all
aspects of our business whether the task is big
or small we always produce a ROI assessment
for our client. This has two advantages; the client
is aware of the impact of his investment and at
the same time reinforces our role which
guarantees a loyal client.

What experience in business
taught you the most?
I have learnt that you must believe in what you
do. That you cannot do it alone and you need
support in your personal and professional life.
That you must never accept second best either
in your professional or personal life and that you
must always be prepared for the worst. If you
always have a plan B you will always weather
the storms. Surround yourself by people who
believe in you and share your goals and always
try to share your knowledge and pass it on. Place
your self as a great source of information and
people will respect you for that and clients will
remain loyal. Accept responsibility for your
mistakes and publicly thank and compliment
those who work with you….

What would you say is your
“Claim to Fame”?
I am especially proud that Rob Davidson who is
Europe’s foremost trends expert for the meeting
industry and presents an annual report on trends
for the following five years quoted only two
companies by name in the whole report and one
of them was CPL Events. And we were quoted for
the best of reasons...for social responsibility
through our events. Nothing could mean more to
me. There is no award or prize which holds more
value than being recognized by your peers for
making a difference in the community. I am also
proud of the nickname by which I am known in the
industry “La señora 5 estrellas” - “the 5-star lady”
which refers to my very high organization standards
and the fact that I only chose top-end properties
and destinations for events. It is a “reputation” I
am very proud of.
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From where do you draw
inspiration?

What are some of the trends you are
noticing in your industry?

Inspiration can come from absolutely anywhere.
Maybe during an afternoon shopping, from a
video clip, from a story I hear, from a photograph
or even on holiday staring into the horizon. I
read everything I can get my hands on and make
sure, I chose to eat at all the places the locals
eat at everywhere I am, visit the shops the locals
visit, and watch the younger generations for trends
and ideas.

There are more meetings but smaller. Meetings
are more about sharing experiences in a less
formal atmosphere. The destination is important
as it contributes to enhancing the message
experience. Delegates are looking for interactivity
and experiences and the educational message
is important but the cultural experienced. As for
destinations what used to be advantages are now
entry level requirements. There is tremendous
competition with new destinations emerging every
day and so it is a buyer’s market. Clients
want excellent accessibilities, top quality
convention facilities, beautiful
international hotel rooms, experienced
multilingual staff, professional marketing,
excellent professionals, ultra-fast
communication, and value for money…in
fact clients want champagne for the price
of beer.

What advice would you give
someone just getting started in
business?
Roll up your sleeves and get stuck in. This is a
lesson you have to learn early. Business is no
respecter of persons or sex. It is a rough tough
arena with no easy rides going begging. In
business the only proof is black ink. The bottom
line is profits not gender.

Then of course there is also the fact that
increased competition and growing
professionalism are “evening out” the
competitive playing field and
destinations which once seemed so far
away such as Asia, China, Korea, South Africa and
India today are competing with the traditional ones.
Then there are social trends which make all the
difference. There are more women executives,
more ethnic and cultural diversity, more older
delegates as people are working for longer…and
of course friends and family are coming too if the
destination is interesting enough. Then of course
there is generation X who grew up on the internet
and want more IT, more extreme activities and more
spas. This is a great time to be in the profession.

Set goals. Be realistic. Believe strongly in yourself. Be prepared for the
bumps. Get trained. Join professional associations. Have a support
network. Stick with it. Build a great team around you. Cultivate your
bank manager. Know your market. Continually develop your talents.
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What’s the best business advice you have ever received?
Focus on success and then work as if there is no other option. Value your staff. Listen to and respect
your clients and pay your suppliers timely.

What significant partnerships have
played a role in your success?

On a personal note, what do you
enjoy doing most outside of work?

My business partner Dalia Freitas has been a
Godsend. We share ethical values, objectives,
goals, life philosophies and we complement each
other professionally by each making up for the
talents the one lacks. She is someone who makes
me the best I can be just by being around. Then
of course there is the pillar of my life, my husband
of 22 years who has supported all my choices
through thick and thin and who is a partner in
every sense of the word. He has worked by my
side even with his own demanding career, has
brought up my two sociable and happy daughters
and has silently listened to my moments of rage
and frustration without interfering in any of my
professional decisions. Then of course there are
my favorite professional suppliers, a handful of
excellent who have stood by me in the moments
of distress. I truly believe that nobody can be a
success at anything on their own.

Spending time with my family, specially my girls
who will soon be grown up and every moment
is precious. Taking romantic long weekends with
my husband. I have just returned from a weekend in the Azores islands...just amazing. As for
hobbies my passions are writing and
photography.

Tell us about a typical workday for
Linda Pereira?

I don’t think I have ever had a typical day and I
travel tremendously so every day really is different.
However when I am in Lisbon, an average day for
me starts at about 6:00 am when I first check my
emails. I have clients all over the world so there
is always someone trying to contact me in another
time zone. Then after breakfast with my family I
divide the day between meetings with clients and
office work. The evening will probably be spent at
What do you enjoy most about
a business cocktail and then home to spend a
little time with my family and then one last email
what you do?
check at around midnight…. happily I have never
The fact that I make a difference. Great benefits needed much sleep!
come out of the projects I manage, be they
educational of socially responsible. I am
What ways have you found to be
especially proud of the events we organize from
end to end. I specially love the creative process
most effective for promoting
of the job, from the design of the logo to selecting
your business?
a memorable delegate gift, the decoration of the
venues etc. The look on people’s faces when they I must say that over the years I have depended
see the whole thing come together. I usually say mostly on word of mouth to promote my business.
that delegates are my responsibility”from the The internet has been a Godsend. My company
moment they arrive to the moment they leave the webpage strives to provide all the answers to
air space of the destination. If they could look back clients and email has been our greatest
from the aero plane you can be sure they would promotional weapon.
see me at the airport waving goodbye.

What one sentence would you like people to use in describing the
way you do business?
Worldwide meetings. Worldclass settings. Out-of-this-world professionals!
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If you could wave a magic wand, and get any wish you want, what would that
be? And why?
I would give every single human being over the age of 7 the opportunity to travel. If everyone could
meet someone from another culture all fears, doubts, preconceptions would end. There would be no
reason to hate. Fear is the basis of racism and traveling is the cure. To suddenly discover we all have
the same dreams, the same passions, a diversity of beliefs, beautiful countries, and that basically we
all love our children and our culture would bring us all closer together. I am absolutely certain that
had Jesus met an American, Palestinian or African little boy they would immediately have sat down
and played together. That is the art of my job...to bring people together in a beautiful setting to
exchange ideas and knowledge. Isn’t my job great?

Where do you see yourself in five years?
Hopefully as passionate about what I do as I am today and with a successful business and a happy
family which would leave me more time to travel and share my passion for the world and different
cultures with all my fellow women...because I believe that the future of the world is in the hands of the
women and the truths that we pass on to the next generations

Linda Pereira

John Martinez

Heidi Richards
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5 Reasons Women Are Naturals At Going Global
by Laurel J. Delaney

Women are starting businesses at twice the rate of men and becoming a major major force
both in the traditional and the new global e-business marketplace. Even though the business
world demands that we leave a lot of unworkable behaviors and attitudes behind, the
emotional sensitivity and the capacity for human connectedness usually attributed to women
can be very useful in business negotiations. Let’s have a look at five reasons why women are
naturals at going global and how absolutely indispensable they are in international business:

1.
We are more attentive and supportive
toward others. We are socialized to give care
and support to the people close to us (primarily
husbands, lovers and children), and we often
extend this caretaking impulse to people outside
our family circle. It can serve you well in foreign
business, too. You wouldn’t want to upset or
offend a foreign associate, but how do you know
what offends? All you can do is be gentle, gracious
and respectful, and let them guide you. When
they see that you are committed to their comfort
and happiness, they’re likely to forgive your minor
blunders and keep negotiations moving forward.
2.
We study people, “read” their behavior
and make judgments. We’re concerned about
why people do and say what they do. Men don’t
always notice. Women do because we want to
act effectively in the interpersonal world. We’ve
developed an instinct for taking accurate readings
in a hurry, and acting accordingly. Trust that
instinct. Where language and cultural barriers
hinder communications, it might be all you have.
Don’t let anyone disparage your impressions
because you can’t produce empirical proof.
They’re based on a lifetime’s experience, and
that’s all the proof you need. Women let their
instincts help them chart leadership directions that
can leave their male counterparts far behind.
3. We have enormous patience and capacity
for forgiveness. The international business
arena belongs to people who can give others the
benefit of the doubt and let misunderstandings
slide. Frustration, discomfort and embarrassing
social gaffes are the rule rather than the exception
when you’re conducting a complex transaction in
a strange environment. Women stand fast
through good and bad times, and ultimately bring
out the best in their foreign colleagues.

4. It’s always been our job to know about
etiquette and appropriate social behavior.
Understanding foreign cultures, customs and
protocol is absolutely essential if you want to
succeed overseas. You can’t afford not to learn
the local system. If you don’t make yourself
acceptable, you won’t do business. Women
have always known this, and they can make it
pay off overseas. When you’re traveling the
globe, you might find yourself beating drums,
eating with your hands, even bathing with your
associates! Next day you’re in on a grueling
round of negotiations, and you realize that
you’re working together better than you
dreamed possible. When you respect foreign
ways, it’s noticed — and appreciated.

5.
We are raised to be charming and
pleasant to be around. Our sincerity and
willingness to offer a conciliatory smile can
save the day when things get awkward, or
even outright nasty. Foreign associates
appreciate charm, so smile warmly — but stay
on track. And don’t indulge in humor. You never
know if they’ll get the joke, or how they’ll take
it. Just because they’re laughing doesn’t mean
they’re amused. It means they’re watching
what you do and going along with it to keep
from rocking the boat! Sound familiar? Of
course it does — many women spend their
whole lives doing exactly that! Spare your
associates the discomfort — everybody’s more
comfortable when you stick to business. If
you eliminate jokes, you can still entertain by
story-telling. It’s one of the oldest, purest
ways to communicate and always puts people
at ease. Try it. Even if your listeners barely
understand English, they will at least have had
an opportunity to relax and enjoy themselves
with you.
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The more women who enter the global arena and make it their own, the better their
chance of success. If you find yourself feeling intimidated, call on the old-fashioned
“masculine” qualities of singlemindedness, confidence and determination. First of all,
remember that you’ve got a product they want, or you wouldn’t be there. Second, put
your knowledge on the table. Look your associates in the eye and tell them what you
know. No need to be an arrogant know-it-all; just state your case and stand your
ground. Natural confidence commands respect. Finally, if you stay focused on doing
the job you flew halfway around the world to do, nobody else can stop you.
Women are naturals at going global and add value to any business, whether it’s her
own or her home corporation’s — pushing limits, shaking things up, competing vigorously
in the world marketplace, and making the world a better place to live.

Copyright ©2006 Laurel J. Delaney.
All rights reserved.
Laurel Delaney runs GlobeTrade.com and
LaurelDelaney.com, both Chicago-based
firms that specialize in international
entrepreneurship. She is also the creator
of “Borderbuster,”
(www.globetrade.com/generic21.html) an
e-newsletter and The Global Small
Business Blog (http:/borderbuster.blogspot.com),
which are both highly regarded for
coverage on global small business.
Laurel can be reached at
ldelaney@globetrade.com

The National Association for Female Executives (NAFE), one of the largest women’s professional association
and the largest women business owners’ organization in the country, provides resources and services through education, networking, and public advocacy - to empower its members to achieve career
success and financial security.
NAFE is owned by Working Mother Media, which includes Working Mother and NAFE Magazines, the National
Association for Female Executives (NAFE), WMM Business Advisory Services, and a Conference Division that
produces the 100 Best Companies WorkLife Congress, the Best Companies for Women of Color Conference,
and the NAFE Women @ Work: Meaning, Money, and Making Connections National Conference.

The NAFE WeChamber Network is the First Virtual Network of the NAFE organization and is headquartered in
South Florida. We host virtual and in person events for business, executive and professional women on a variety
of topics of interest to women.
For Information about this and other events, visit: http://www.wecai.org/upcoming_events.asp
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........ebriefs

Did you know?

Men are shopping more … for themselves. In fact, 74% of men personally decide what they buy for themselves
as opposed to years past when a man might consult his wife, mother, sister or significant other before
buying that cashmere sweater or new cologne. According to a study done by WSL StrategicRetail, men are
spending more money these days on grooming and household décor than in previous years. They buy
things like fresh and artificial plants and flowers. The study further suggests that this trend started a few
years ago, when men became more interested in personal grooming products and began purchasing highend lines of male skin and hair products – giving birth to the term “metrosexual.”
The frequency of your e-mail marketing campaigns has a direct effect on its success. The more often you
send messages, information and sales incentives such as coupons to your customers, the higher your rate of
return. According to a recent email marketing frequency study conducted by BuyerZone.com, an Internet
comparison shopping site, 13% of businesses surveyed said they send less than 1 time per month, 46% said
they send 1 to 2 times per month, 24% send 3 to 5 times a month, 6% send 6 to 10 times a month and 11%
send 11 or more times a month. Each business has to find just the right mix of promotions and frequency, too
much can be annoying to the recipient and get them to ask to be removed and too few can create lost sales
opportunities. BuyerZone.com suggests that a good frequency is once a week.
You can check the demographics of the area surrounding your business. You can go to http://
www.melissadata.com/lookups/index.htm and type in your zip code in the Home sales (Get the monthly
home sales and selling price by ZIP Code) and Locations/Demographics sections (eg. US Demographics
lists census info for almost every US City). Once done, you will receive an instant report which includes how
many people in your area are married, their ages, how much homes sold for during the year. This tool is a
great way to keep abreast of economic changes and trends in your marketplace.

Free Stuff
Bazaarvoice provides hosted customer ratings and review features for ecommerce Web
sites. Bazaarvoice hosts the technology and content that is integrated in your product
pages. Your customers come to your website to post and read reviews within your own
brand experience. We manage the functionality, content review, and analysis to
accommodate the posting, acceptance, and publishing of each review. All this means
lower costs and less work to have best-practice ratings and reviews on your website!
The ratings tools are customizable to match the marketer’s Website design, without the
installation of hardware or software. Check it out at http://www.bazaarvoice.com.
NewsGator Hosted Solution – NewsGator offers several solutions to help organizations
take full advantage of the power of RSS for their employees, customers, partners or
visitors to their Website. To find out more, click on the link below. NewsGator Private Label
Solutions deliver RSS aggregators on your Web site, within your brand, enhancing the
online experience check them out at: http://www.newsgator.com
leadQ – There is no better way to improve your online results in the Pre-Purchase phase
of engagement with a potential customer than to involve them in a live chat. Whether you
are looking to increase the ROI of your online spend, capture personal information about
your visitor or to increase registration. inQ has a product and a solution to increase your
metrics 2 - 3 times your current results. For more information, visit: http://www.inq.com
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Does this make my Butt Look BIG?
By Miss Cellania
It may be the worst thing that can happen to a woman, and it happens to
most of us. We put on fat. It’s an evolutionary mechanism to ensure survival,
for us and our babies. And it’s so easy! A man can guzzle beer all day, then
polish off a Porterhouse steak and never gain an ounce. But a woman will
glance at a Hershey’s kiss and balloon up big time. It also causes all kinds
of problems for those of us who have self-esteem issues (which is a LOT
of us). You’d think we’d learn not to ask “the question”, but we still do. My
eight-year-old daughter asked me if her butt looked fat. She’s the most
beautiful thing God ever created, and she’s already worried about her butt.
How does this happen? We tend to compare ourselves with those around
us. When “those around us” include movie stars and advertising models, we
can’t win. Unless we are teenagers. And teenagers, lovely as they all are,
think they don’t measure up. Most of us older women look back at our
teenage photographs and regret that we didn’t realize how beautiful we were
at the time. Of course it goes both ways. When we are elderly, we will
regret we didn’t enjoy how beautiful we were in middle age! Now, if we could only be like the mammoths
in the movie Ice Age 2, which I saw over the weekend. I don’t have access to a script, but as best as I can
recall, here’s the approximate dialog:
SHE: What about me is attractive to you?
HE: Well, um, (thinking) your butt.
SHE: My butt?!
HE: Your butt, it’s ... big.
SHE: Oh! Thank you! That’s such a nice thing to say!
HE: Yeah, it’s real big! The biggest one I’ve ever seen!
SHE: You are so sweet!

It hurt just to read Six Ways to Tell Her She’s Fat. Guys, we know when we are fat. Telling us will not
help. When your preference becomes our obsession, the results are daughters with eating disorders You can read the article at: http://www.askmen.com/dating/curtsmith_100/144_dating_advice.html
Does My Ass Look Fat in These Pants? is a blog dedicated to judging submitted backsides. You can send
in a photo of your backside and open yourself up to judgment from strangers all over the world. It takes a
thick skin, or else a supermodel butt to participate in this! Check it out at: http://snipurl.com/mfy5
Answering that question can be so difficult, there’s even a book about it. Or two. Actually, there are several
books on the subject, some funny, some not so much.
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Here’s a classic case, with the honesty
every woman dreads
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZiSLW3iiYI0!
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

UK researchers study how clothing affects the look of
the female derriere (http://snipurl.com/on35). I bet they
got a grant for this.

Seriously though, here are some tips to
make your butt look smaller:
When choosing colors:
Darker colors can make you appear slimmer.
Wear darker colored clothing over the area you
wish to minimize in appearance. Wearing brightly
colored clothing and accents in areas in which
you wish to draw attention will also take the focus
off those “problem” areas.

Get the T-shirt. (http://snipurl.com/on3r)
To appear taller and slimmer:

I use a lot of forums as regular source material. Several
of these forums are populated by mostly males under 30.
The statements they make are sometimes shocking and
depressing. In response to photos from National
Underwear Day (http://snipurl.com/v8ve), someone said
“Where are the fat people?” and in response, we got “Who
wants to see real bodies? We can see that every day!”
That reminded me of the reactions to the Dove Real Beauty
Campaign. Women didn’t like it because they thought the
“real women” pictured were too young and skinny to
represent them. Men didn’t like it because the models
were too fat! Since I wrote that, I’ve come to believe those
guys are under 30. And single. That’s why they spend so
much time on the internet.

Monochromatic dressing gives you
longer unbroken lines.
Longer tops work better than cropped
shirts and jackets.
Empires dresses and A-lines
also help disguise the lower half.
Stay away from:
Big pockets
Large prints
Low rise pants
Long-waist pants
Other tips:
Wrap tops and dresses emphasize your waistline.
Wearing a smile draws attention to the face and
away from the Butt. Boot cut jeans help balance
the body. Spanx body shapers even out many
unsightly bulges.

Since I’ve written more than once on the subject of body
image and dieting, I’ve had several men, all over 40, tell
me they think a) I look just fine the way I am, and b) they
don’t expect the women in their lives to resemble models. These are very wise men. I’m pleased to find
these wonderful men are still around. I even found one who was available!
So, guys want to know, what do you say when “the question” come up? There are lots of possible answers,
none of them right. Its a popular forum topic, because apparently men can’t grasp the simplicity of the
white lie. I found a bit of advice (I didn’t say GOOD advice) on how men should answer this and other
questions. But I’ll just come out and tell you how it is. Ladies, don’t ask. Guys, resist the rare and sudden
temptation for total honesty (we know you can do it). The correct answer is “no.”
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

Miss Cellania is a single mom, and a currently unemployed radio announcer, living in
Kentucky. She claims she has way too much to do, but she loves sharing things she thinks
are funny, so this site is her hobby. Miss Cellania does this to avoid real work. Visit her
online at http://www.misscellania.com.
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5 Must-Tell
Messages to Prepare
the Kids for Your Divorce
by Rosalind Sedacca

My son, after all, was innocent.
A sweet, gentle soul who loved his
father and mother dearly. He certainly
did not deserve this.
I struggled with the anxiety for
weeks in advance.
When should I tell him?
How should I tell him?
Should we tell him together?
And most frightening of all,
WHAT SHOULD WE SAY?
How do you explain to a child
that the life he has known,
the comfort he has felt in his
family setting, is about to be
disrupted – changed – forever?
How do you explain to a child
that none of this is his fault?
How do you reassure him that
life will go on,
that he will be safe, cared for and
loved, even after his parents divorce?
And, even more intimidating, how do
you prepare him for all the unknowns
looming ahead when you’re not sure
yourself how it will all turn out?

One of the most difficult conversations any parent will ever
have is telling their children about their pending divorce. I know
first-hand because many years ago I went through the experience. I fought and faced the overwhelming emotions. The deep
gut-wrenching fear. The continuous anxiety. The incredible
guilt. And the oppressive weight of shame.

Thankfully I found that plan. I came up with a storybook
that told my son, in words and pictures, the story of how his
father and I met, married and started a family. It explained
problems we encountered that we could not readily fix, and
the decision we ultimately made to get a divorce.

In my upcoming book, How Do I Tell the Kids about the
Divorce?, I provide a fill-in-the-blanks template that other
parents can use to prepare their children for the many
changes ahead. The interactive format allows parents to
customize the story to fit their family dynamics. It also
focuses on five key messages that are essential for every
child to hear, understand and absorb. By sharing and
repeating these five points to your children in the weeks and
months following the initial conversation, you will enable
them to better handle, accept and even embrace the
challenges and changes they will soon be facing. Here are
the five must-tell messages for your children:

I needed a plan. A strategy.
A way of conveying all that
I wanted to say to him at a level of
understanding that he could grasp.
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1) This is not your fault. Mom
and Dad have been having
problems. We don’t agree about
certain key issues and that creates
conflict. Even when some of the
issues are about you, that does
not mean you are to blame. You
are an innocent child who we
both love and cherish. It is not
your fault that Mom and Dad
disagree about your bedtime,
where to go on vacation, how to
help you with your homework or
whether you should play soccer.
We are not fighting about YOU.
We are disagreeing with each
other about issues that concern
you and our family. But you are
not in any way at fault.
2) Mom and Dad will always
be your parents. No matter
what changes occur over the
weeks, months and years ahead,
one thing is for certain. Mom and
Dad will still always be your parents. No one else will ever be
your real Mom. No one else will
ever be your real Dad. We will
both always love you and be
there for you, no matter where
we live or how things should
change.

3) This is about change, not about
blame. Divorce is a scary word. But
all it really means is that our family will
be experiencing some changes. Change
is okay. Everything in life keeps
changing. You grow bigger, taller,
stronger and smarter every year. The
seasons change every year. Clothing
styles and hair styles keep changing.
You change grades and schools as you
grow older. Change means things will
be different in some ways. It doesn’t
mean things will be bad. Change can
be fun, exciting and new. Sometimes it
takes a while to get used to changes,
like beginning a new grade with a new
teacher. Other times change gives us a
chance to do things in a new and better
way, like trying a new sport or a hobby
you grow to love. The change in our
family is not about who’s right or
wrong or who’s good or bad. Mom and
Dad both tried their best to resolve our
problems. The old way didn’t work for
us and now we will be trying a new
way for our family to live so there’s
more peace, calmness and happiness
for us all. Instead of worrying about
who’s to blame, let’s think about how
we can see the changes ahead as a new
adventure — a brand new chapter in
our lives. Who knows what lies ahead?

4) Things will work out okay.
We’re often frightened when we
begin new things and face new
challenges. Like the first time you
learned to ride a bicycle, the first
day of school or day camp, your
first trip to the dentist. Things always have a way of working out,
even when we’re scared that they
won’t. Divorce will be the same
way. Things will be new and different for a while.
We’ll have new ways of doing
some things … some new responsibilities ... some differences in our
schedules. But life will go on. We
will get used to the differences.
Some of them we may even prefer. And after a while, we’ll look
back and say, life is different than
it used to be, but it’s all okay. I’m
okay, our family is okay and, most
important of all, we still love each
other. That is a lot better than
okay. It’s great!

5) Mom and Dad will always love you. No matter what happens, no matter what changes occur, one thing is
for certain. Mom and Dad will always love you. That will never change. Regardless of where we live, what we
do and how old you get. You can count on that. And don’t ever forget it.
These core messages are the foundation your children will depend on when they are feeling frightened, sad or
insecure. Repeat them often in your own words and your own style. You’ll be rewarded in countless ways as you
and your children encounter and overcome the challenges of life after divorce.

Rosalind Sedacca, Certified Corporate Trainer and relationship seminar facilitator, is the
author of the upcoming book, How Do I Tell the Kids … about the Divorce? A fill-in-theblanks storybook that prepares your children — with love. She can be reached at
Rosalind@rosalindsedacca.com.
For a free article on Preparing Yourself to Tell the Kids go to:
www.HowDoITelltheKidsabouttheDivorce.com
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NAME THAT WINE
Entertaining FUN!
by Heidi Richards Mooney

Have you ever hosted a wine-tasting party? If so,
you know it is a sensory experience involving sight,
smell and taste. It should also be a fun experience.
If you have never hosted a wine tasting and would
like to, there are several options when planning
your event. When planning the ultimate wine
tasting party, remember there are no set rules,
however there are a few steps you can take to
ensure that your guests will get the most out of
their wine tasting experience.
Start with the invitation list. A good number range
is somewhere between 10 and 16 people. One bottle
of wine can easily be poured in small amounts for
12 to 16 people. Four to six wines for comparison
and rating is about the right number.
Create a Theme – themes add a mood to the event.
For example:
Old world wines, old world
charm (serve traditional
wines and foods from
regions
the
wines
represent).
Try a Napa Valley wine
tasting with all the wines
coming from the Napa/
Sonoma regions in California.

The ideas are a varied as the wines themselves.
There are also several ways to present the
event. You can invite people and ask each
person or couple to bring their favorite red or
white wine (keep track of what is brought so
you have an equal number of reds and whites).
Or you can ask them to bring the same wine
varietel in different price ranges.
Offer Foods to Complement the Wines.
Consider serving hors d’oeuvres or dinner
following the wine tasting. If you provide
d’oeuvres, cheeses and crackers and fruits are
a good choice, as they help neutralize the palate.
You and your guests can
“taste” white wine, red wine,
sparkling wine or a mixture
of the three. “Sparkling wine
is a great way to start the
tasting because it awakens
the taste buds. To ensure that
one wine doesn’t overpower
the flavor of the previous
wine. You will want to go
from the lighter to more full bodied wines.”

You could create a Spanish theme with all the wines
from Spain.
Or Italy verses Portugal.
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Name that WINE!
Bag your wines. I use plain brown bags, however you
could get fancy and buy pretty wine bags. Don’t let
your guests see which wine they are drinking. It is
also a good way to present wines when you ask your
guests to bring a bottle. When serving, choose the
wines at random (number the bags so your guests will
know which ones they are rating).

Label the glasses: either purchase wine-glass
labels to put each guests name on their glass
or buy wine jewelry and give each guest a
different object (perfect for a theme party).

Pour about 2 oz of wine in each glass. Have your
guests rate each wine they taste and between wines
collect the scoring sheet and tally the scores. Here’s
an easy to use score sheet for the wine:

Provide enough glasses so that each guest
has one for every different wine they will taste.
Option: rinse the glasses between wine
courses.

http://www.winecountrygetaways.com/wine-scoring.html

Wine spittoon: A simple dark-colored or
opaque flower vase (emptied) or any other tall
glass container will work. Be sure to
demonstrate what the wine spittoon is to be
used for and how to make a splash-free deposit
– this can be done by gently pouring the
remaining wine from the glass into a tall glass
vase or container. Remember this may be an
awkward motion for newcomers, so either
explain or demonstrate splash-free techniques.

At the end of the tasting or at the end of each
comparison announce the results.
OTHER TIPS

Glasses: A standard wine glass should have a “bowl”
at least three inches tall and three inches in diameter,
with a bulge in the middle. This is sufficient room
to view the legs of the wine and to allow its aromas
to swirl up to your nose.
Now if you prefer more “formal” tastings whites and
blushes should be poured in smaller glasses, red
wines in larger ones.

Resources
Glossary of Wine Tasting Terms:
http://www.stratsplace.com/hawkins/winetaste.html#gloss

The Wine Tasting Party Kit - The Complete Party Solution provides
everything for a unique and exciting evening. Far from a stuffy, formal wine
tasting, the Wine Tasting Party emphasizes mingling, experiencing, and
learning about wine. For more info or to purchase please visit:
http://www.imageryproducts.com/wineparty.shtml
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Four Ways to Stay Motivated while Working on your
Health Goals
by Meri Raffetto, Lifestyle Editor
So you’ve decided that it is time to start working on your health
goals. Perhaps you want to get that blood pressure down, get
more fit, or lose weight. No matter what your health goals are,
it can be challenging staying on track. My friend and colleague
recently started working on her weight loss goals. She started
her exercise routine and was choosing healthful foods and
everything went great for the first week. The second week rolled
around and she ditched her exercise routine a couple days and
found herself not paying too much attention to what she was
eating. By week 3 she was back to her old habits and her weight
loss goals were not being met. This is an all too common scenario
when the comfort of our old habits takes hold and our new habits
disappear. What happened to that motivation during the first
week?
This obstacle occurs because you are stepping into the cycle of
change. It is important to understand what happens
psychologically when changing habits so you know what to
expect. Anytime you do something new that is different from
your prior conditioning, your habitual brain will tell you to stop
and to return to your old habits because this change feels different
and uncomfortable. Peter Senge, the author of The 5th Discipline,
explains that this tension we feel when we try to change habits
forces you to act. You will either slip into default mode and go
back to you old comfortable habits, or stick to your decision
and move forward creating new habits.

1. Create a vision. Have you ever written a business plan before?
Writing a vision is crucial for the success of your business and it is crucial
for your health plan. Your vision is what you are working towards and
how you envision your life. Why do you want this particular goal? What
will it bring to your life? Perhaps increased energy, or improved health.
Maybe you want more endurance. This is unique to each person and will
help you to stay focused on why you started these changes in the first
place. Write your vision down and keep it around your house and office
so you are reminded of the outcome you want to achieve. When you start
to slide back into your old habits, just ask yourself, is this choice bringing
me closer to my vision?
2. Set goals each week. One thing that can keep you on track is to set
specific goals each week. Sit down at the beginning of each week and map
out some simple goals that you can set for yourself. These don’t have to be
huge goals, just simple ones like: I will limit my ice-cream to one scoop this
week. Goals help you to stay focused while changing habits. Post your
goals all over as reminders.

Think about other times you have changed habits. When
you get a new job and it starts at 8 am. You used to get
up at 7:30 am and now you have to get up at 6:00 am.
This is uncomfortable! You are tired, it’s dark outside,
and your body clock feels completely off. Can’t you just
feel your body pulling you back to bed?! You still have
two choices: you can get up, despite how uncomfortable
you feel and go into work on time or, you can choose to
go back to your old habits and stay in bed accepting the
consequences of losing your new job.
Eating and fitness habits work the same way. If you go
back to your old habits to avoid the temporary discomfort
of change, you will be accepting the undesired
consequences. Remember when you had to get up early
for that job? It’s really only uncomfortable for about 12 weeks. Then you get comfortable with your new
schedule and it becomes routine or a new habit. This is
the same with eating and fitness habits. Once you start
changing the habit the old habit dissipates and your new
habits become comfortable and normal.
It is possible to get around this obstacle and to keep your
motivation up during these challenging times so you can
achieve your goals. Practicing these 4 steps can help you
stay motivated and keep moving forward.
3. Build your support system. Support comes in all different forms.
This may be a walking buddy, group meetings, or professional services
like a Registered Dietitian or Personal Trainer. No matter what road you
take it is important to have your support system in place. This not only
keeps you motivated but also keeps you accountable. Find a family
member, friend, cyber-buddy, or professional program to help you stay
accountable to get through those first few phases of the change cycle.
Having a great support system in place is one of the most powerful things
you can do to help you stay on track.
4. When all else fails: the 3-step backup promise Ok. You’ve tried
all of the above and your old habits are just too strong of a deterrent.
This is when you break out the 3-step backup promise. Make yourself a
list of 3 minimum steps you promise to take daily. These steps will differ
for each person. The key is they have to be completely easy and doable
for you and still work towards your health goals. It could be having a
fruit or vegetable with each meal, going for a 20 minute walk, or lifting
hand weights for 10 minutes. Then, when things start to derail you can
agree to do the minimum. After all you did promise yourself! Make up
your 3-step back-up promise so when things aren’t going well you can
at least stay somewhat on track with 3 doable steps.

© 2006, Meri Raffetto, owner of Real Living Nutrition Services, Meri Raffetto is a Registered Dietitian and
recognized professional in the area of nutrition and wellness. She specializes in weight management and offers online
programs to help people reach their weight loss and health goals. For more weight loss tips sign up for her free enewsletter at http://www.reallivingnutrition.com
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8 WAYS to “BE HEARD THE FIRST TIME”
Why is it women––even those in leadership positions––
are so often ignored? Sometimes it’s the fact that they just aren’t
“being heard.”
“Speaking more loudly is generally not the solution,”
says Susan D. Miller, PhD, CCC-SLP, author of the new book
Be Heard the First Time: The Woman’s Guide to Powerful
Speaking. “A soft-spoken patent attorney, when promoted to
president, for instance, may not know how to confidently and
visibly enter the conference room. She must learn to speak
quite differently as a corporate executive than she did
as a patent attorney.”
Be Heard the First Time offers proven strategies for women to dramatically
improve their communication skills by one of the country’s foremost voice trainers
and vocal health experts, trainers and vocal health experts. Some of the times
from Be Heard the First Time include:
1.

2.

Use your body as a tool to present yourself
professionally and to speak better with assertive
posture, unambiguous eye communication, affirming
gestures and body movement, engaging facial
expressions, and impressive appearance.
Let your voice quality help convey your points.
When speaking, utilize your best pitch and generate
tone with air from your lungs. “Make your voice
resonant by maintaining space between your teeth as
you speak, forming your vowel sounds, and moving
your lower jaw smoothly as you speak.” It is almost
like speaking with your mouth relaxed as when you
yawn.

3.

Be aware of your voice’s volume. You do not want
co-workers to tune you out because you speak too
softly or cringe when you speak too loudly. “Compare
your speaking intensity level to other speakers. Learn
to calibrate your vocal intensity.”

4.

Relax your breathing before you enter the office
or make a presentation. Huffing and puffing in front
of your boss or as you make a presentation makes
you look unprepared and unprofessional. “Relax your
breathing before you get to the office by breathing
through your nose. Keep your molars slightly apart
with your lips closed and place your tongue tip lightly
behind your upper and lower front teeth. This will
allow the perfect amount of air to come in.”

5.

Put your best foot forward with your speech. “Speech
clarity, including precise sound production and proper
rate, cadence and pronunciation, and elimination of filler
words are indispensable for anyone serious about
improving her professional communication.”

6.

Maintain your calm, even if you are nervous or scared
of speaking in front of others. When your nerves appear,
“welcome your physiological signs of arousal and begin
relaxed non-speech breathing. Practice relaxing your
throat which will allow air to expand your lower rib cage
automatically. Voluntarily constrict then release tense
neck and shoulder muscles.”

7.

If your mouth gets dry before you speak, bite the tip
of your tongue. When you get nervous, your mouth often
gets dry and feels like you are speaking with Styrofoam
in your mouth. Bite the tip of your tongue with your
back teeth – hard! This will always bring moisture into
your mouth so that you can speak clearly.

8.

Keep a positive mental image of yourself. Analyze your
self-talk. Say loving comments to yourself. Create three
powerful affirmations and say them every morning.
Affirmations change your thinking. Change your
thinking and your reality changes.

Susan Miller, Ph.D., is founder of Voicetrainer, LLC, a voice and communication consulting business that has worked with
professional and amateur speakers, radio and news broadcasters, and singers for more than 25 years. In addition to CBS, Dr.
Miller has appeared on numerous radio and Television broadcases as well as national print media. Her recently released CD,
“Vocal Vitality,” was featured in the Wall Street Journal. Dr. Miler is a clinical associate for the George Washington University
Voice Treatment Center and the Georgetown University Center for the Voice. More about her at: www.voicetrainer.com.
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How
Networking
Works…and
Doesn’t
by Betty Dobson

Successful networking is not like winning the
lottery but more akin to a long-term investment
strategy. If you start networking to find clients and
make money, you don’t understand what
networking means.
Four successful businesswomen—Carolyn HowardJohnson, Dotsie Bregel, Tracy Lynn Repchuk, and
Viveca A. Stone—share their networking
experiences and insights with WE. Be sure to take
plenty of notes along the way. There won’t be a quiz,
but no doubt you will be tested.

What are your reasons for networking? How have they changed over the years?
Dotsie Bregel, founder of BoomerWomenSpeak.com and the National Association of Baby Boomer Women:
“I am a networker by nature and really don’t know how to go about life without it. I’m forever connecting
people whom I believe can be of some type of encouragement/help to one another.”
Tracy Repchuk, President of the Canadian Federation of Poets and author of The Poetry of Business:
“Originally my reasons for networking were to meet people I could sell to. Over the years I realized this
was one sided. Now I network to find out what other people are doing, are they happy, do they need help,
maybe I can provide them with what they need. I listen to their needs, care about them, and hope that I am
someone they would like to get to know better, and let me assist in any way possible.”
Viveca A. Stone, founder of GetReadyForLove.com: “Networking is the fastest, easiest, and most satisfying
way to be successful and get ‘the job’ done. In school collaboration is generally considered ‘cheating.’ As
the youngest child I grew up feeling the need to ‘prove myself.’ These two experiences stood between me
and my networking success for many years. Originally I found myself in a job for which I was completely
unqualified. It was technical, aggressive, and fast paced. To succeed I had to network and build a team. It
took six grueling months for me to combine the right mix of buyers with the right mix of sellers. I plunked
myself in the middle and treated them well. From there the business exploded. Now when I find myself
returning to my comfort zone of going it alone—which also corresponds to overworking and an empty
bank account—I recall that experience and refocus on what matters most—networking and building
successful teams. Success is sweeter when shared and obstacles are so much easier to overcome when
shared with a team.”
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Carolyn Howard-Johnson, author of The Frugal Book Promoter: How to Do What Your Publisher Won’t
and founder of the Authors’ Coalition: “Networking equates with success. I once thought that if someone
else gave me a hand that somehow diminished my own accomplishments. Now the process of giving
others a boost and allowing (yes, even sometimes asking!) others to give me a boost is the way I do
business. By the way, business equates with life. It is part of one’s life, after all.”
What are some of the most common misconceptions about networking?
Carolyn Howard-Johnson: “See above.”
Dotsie Bregel: “People will say no. I’ve yet to experience this.”
Tracy Repchuk: “Misconceptions include: waste of time, boring, not the type of people for my product/
services, things such as this.”
Viveca A. Stone: “Networking kind of sounds phony to me. It makes me think of all those ‘networking’
events I attended in my twenties for which I was ill prepared. Was just listening into an interview
yesterday about ‘Testosterone Free Marketing’ and the difference between men and women. Maybe
those events felt phony to me because they seemed like distasteful social events—I didn’t go into them
with the right frame of mind or objectives, i.e. I want to meet so and so and discuss such and such.”
How has your career benefited from networking?
Viveca A. Stone: “I’ve made great friends and colleagues to work and play with. We all have different
talents—some of us gather and build great networks—some of us inspire success ‘wind beneath the
wings’—some of us are great at starting projects—some at ending them. My career would be nowhere
without my friends, colleagues, and networks.”
Carolyn Howard-Johnson: “There isn’t a way that it hasn’t. We may be captains of our own barks, but
we always need a compass and a sail.”
Dotsie Bregel: “I’ve grown two wonderful Web sites and met tons of incredible women who are
willing to go the extra mile for one another. My approach is always ‘what can I do for you’ because I
like to help others.”
Tracy Repchuk: “Without people/networking, you don’t have anyone to communicate to, work with,
find out about, and help. Getting together with others is a healthy way to enjoy what you do, let others
know about it, and meet some fantastic and interesting people along the way.”

Betty Dobson is an award-winning, published writer and the owner of
InkSpotter Publishing. As a longtime volunteer, she donates her time and her
talents to causes close to her heart, including adult literacy, AIDS
awareness, and the prevention of violence against women. She shares her
living space with an overgrown kitty who believes (rightly or wrongly) that
he’s the one in charge. URL: http://inkspotter.com/
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I AM …
Making Connections during Networking Events
Want an easy to implement activity to get people to mingle at networking events? Then “I AM” is the way to go! Icebreakers
are great for lightening up the atmosphere at the beginning of an event or meeting, and often encourages attendees to
participate and mingle. It gets people talking!
The “I AM” icebreaker is low-cost, and
you can create it even before the event
begins. Here’s what you do:
As people arrive give each person a
preprinted name badge with their name and
the words “I AM” below it. Leave space
on the badge for attendees to write a short
description about themselves. Here are
some ideas sure to get people talking.
Attendees can tell about their job – a
job title is okay as long as it gets people
talking. My job title “Chief Goddess”
always gets people to make a comment
encouraging a few “raised eyebrows”and
even statemenst like how does one become
a “Chief Goddess” - It always gets the
conversation started!
Fran Schwartz Diana Dubin Randy Biro Heidi Richards Dia Falco

Here are some other ideas:
Put your hobby below your name – I ride a Honda Rebel so I might put “I AM” a Rebel or “I AM” a motorcycle rider.
I have met many women who also ride (or want to).
Mention how many children or pets you have – “I AM” the mother of 3 daughters or “I AM” the “grandmother” of a
Doberman Pinscher.
Describe your personality – “I AM” a leader, self-starter, “I AM” a good listener…. Etc.
Describe something you enjoy doing – “I AM” reading The Culture Code (or any latest book), “I AM” a good cook, I
am a belly dancer, “I AM” an avid surfer… etc.
Describe a place you are going, have been – “I AM” going to Egypt. This always gets people to talk about the location
as a place they have either been or would love to go.
Name the School you graduated from – “I AM” a graduate of Sanford, Harvard, The School of Hard Knocks ☺ …etc.
Think of other “I AM’s” that would be relevant to your group. The goal is to get people to write down something that
would invite conversation and create a connection.
Tip: Create an instruction sheet with suggestions on it to encourage people to be more creative in their “I AM” description.
Ask them to have a look around, mingle, and make contact with at least three separate people. This will encourage more
connecting.
Want more networking ideas and ice-breakers? Here’s a great book on the subject: The Big Book of Icebreakers: Quick,
Fun Activities for Energizing Meetings and Workshops by Edie West.
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Spotlight on Louisa Bird Founder of
the WomensMarketingForum.com

Louisa is a marketing coach and certified
guerrilla marketer, and has trained as a
business growth coach with the UK’s leading
expert in communication skills, sales and
business growth. One of a rare breed who
always knew from an early age that she wanted
to work for herself, she shares her own passion
for self-employment and her entrepreneurial
spirit by helping other women business-owners
attain business success…
on their own terms.

“I’ve always had a very definite independent streak” Louisa
reveals, “and that’s exactly why I would have a hard time
working for someone else. You could call me proudly
unemployable!” After working for many years as a freelance translator, and having also set up and operated
an online shop selling her own line of cruelty-free herbal bodycare products in the late nineties, Louisa knows
exactly what it takes to make a success of working for oneself. “I love the freedom and flexibility that selfemployment brings. It’s not the easy option (far from it, in fact), but I just can’t imagine being tied down to
somebody else’s rules and schedule, not to mention office politics and the many other gripes that I hear from
friends in the ‘employed world’.”
“And that’s exactly why I founded the Women’s Marketing Forum, or WMF for short”, continues Louisa,
“The WMF is a virtual community of busy women entrepreneurs who gain support, advice and practical
ideas on how to market their business...without spending a small fortune. Having witnessed first hand the
frustrations of women small business owners everywhere in finding the time and the resources to work out
how best to market themselves, then to implement their marketing efforts – usually on a very small budget
– I decided something needed to be done! As a marketing coach, the people who I really wanted to work
with – female soloprofessionals – just couldn’t afford my normal fees, but with the WMF concept, everyone
wins!”
Louisa is also working on her forthcoming book Get Marketing Confident: A Woman’s Guide to Promoting
Her Business on a Shoestring Budget.The free marketing workbook to accompany is available now. For your
complimentary copy go to http://www.womensmarketingforum.com.
In addition, Louisa was a contributing author of Get More Business – The Women’s Marketing Guide to
Promote Your Products and Services on the Internet. For more information or to get a FREE COPY, visit:
http://www.wecai.org/get_more_business.asp
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Global Network
Network Profiles:
Profiles: Leslie Grossman and Andrea March
March,
Global
Cofounders, W
omen
’s Leadership Exchange
Women
omen’s
Leslie Grossman, Cofounder of Women’s Leadership
Exchange (WLE), is a serial entrepreneur. Since the age of
23, she has launched or run five different companies – all
in the areas of marketing, public relations and edutainment
– and all geared to reaching women. Leslie is the author of
the book, SELLsation! How Companies Can Capture
Today’s Hottest Market: Women Business Owners and
Executives (WPE Press, March, 2006).
Leslie integrates a passion for supporting the growth of
women leaders with her expertise as a marketer. As
cofounder of Women’s Leadership Exchange
(www.womensleadershipexchange.com), now in its fourth
year, she develops the marketing/edutainment platform for
the national multimedia program - with conferences as its
centerpiece -which supports successful
women entrepreneurs in growing their
businesses. WLE conferences, held in
major cities around the country, and business
spa retreats have been attended by more
than 10,000 businesswomen. As president
of B2Women, Leslie develops win-win
marketing programs for companies that
want to capture the affluent market of
women in business.
A leader and past president of many business associations,
including NAWBO, NYWA, Women’s Leadership Forum,
SBA National Advisory Council and Fashion Group
International, she serves on many advisory boards, including
the Center for Women’s Business Research and Wyndham
Women on Their Way. A frequent speaker, Leslie has
traveled as far as Tokyo to address topics like
entrepreneurship, women’s leadership, marketing to women
and branding, and is interviewed frequently in print and on
TV on business issues. She was honored with the NAWBO
National Leadership Award, Fashion Group’s Entrepreneur
of the Year and Association for Women in Communications,
Westchester Matrix All-Star Award. Along with Andrea
March, cofounder of WLE, she was awarded the
Enterprising Women Advocacy Award, 2005. Leslie is
married to Richard Abrams, a loving and supportive
husband, and is the mother of two “twenty-somethings”,
Josh and Sara, destined for their own successes.

Andrea March has successfully reinvented herself several
times as a woman business owner and leader. Co-founding
the Women’s Leadership Exchange, she says, is the fulfillment
of her destiny, the culmination of all her previous experience,
in business and in life.
After selling real estate for some years, she and her husband
Sy launched a jewelry import and distribution company,
Andrea March Accessories. Andrea, who had always had a
passion for jewelry, was the salesperson as well as the designer
for this affordable line of costume jewelry! Andrea and Sy
ran this multi-million dollar business together for 20 years.
In 1995, however, the industry changed, and Sy decided to
retire. In her 40s, ambitious and energetic, with her daughter,
Kerri, already on her own, Andrea pondered what to do with
the rest of her life.
Watching a business program on CNBC
one day, she realized she had no idea what
they were talking about. Like many others,
Andrea says, “I did not understand
investing, and was probably not the
exception – there were undoubtedly
millions of people like me, with money to
invest and no understanding of how to
make smart decisions.” Thus was born
Investment Expo, the company Andrea March founded and
ran for the next five years.
Under her guidance Investment Expo became the largest
financial strategies trade show/seminar program in the
Northeast and South Florida, attracting up to 14,000 attendees
annually. Andrea propelled Investment Expo into a first-class
seminar business – one of the leading providers of financial
information in the U.S., with 50 seminars conducted by top
financial gurus.
Four years later – in 2001 – Andrea met Leslie Grossman,
who had attended one of her two-day events. The two
experienced women business owners shared a powerful
commitment to women entrepreneurs like themselves. That
commitment became Women’s Leadership Exchange. Andrea
and Leslie won the Enterprising Women Advocacy Award in
2005.
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“Moving your career forward…one step at a time”

Daisy Wright is a Career Development Practitioner and founder and president of The
Wright Career Solution, based in Brampton, Ontario, Canada. She is also the Canadian
Liaison for WECAI.
The seed for entrepreneurship was planted when her son, who was 5 years old at the
time, asked her the big question that every working mother dreads, “Did you come home
last night?” It was a hit in the stomach that took some time to heal, but it set in motion the
idea for her original business, WrightPerfect Résumés.
Daisy views career change as a constant, so while she flirted with entrepreneurship on a
part-time basis, she also got an opportunity to teach in the Faculty of Business at Sheridan
College in Brampton. When the college went through a period of restructuring that affected
part-time teaching staff, she opted to return to the corporate world while continuing with her résumé writing business.
It was the demands of her clients for career assistance and her desire to help people change or refocus their careers
that led her to pursue the Post Graduate Career Development Practitioner program at Conestoga College, where she
was recognized as “A Graduate of Distinction”.
In 2003, she re-launched her business as The Wright Career Solution, http://www.thewrightcareer.com, a fullservice career transition firm offering career and job search coaching to individuals from diverse backgrounds and
industries. She enjoys a global clientele that reaches anywhere from Australia to Zimbabwe! She is a contributing
author to a number of career books and is also the author of “No Canadian Experience, Eh? A Career Survival
Guide for New Immigrants” due for publication late Fall.
“Success means different things to different people, and for Daisy, success comes in small packages. One of her
successes, which she owes to an endless list of family, friends and strangers, has been writing the career guide
to assist internationally educated professionals understand the maze of the Canadian career landscape. It has
been one of her greatest challenges to date, but one that she relishes. She was once there, as a new immigrant,
and she understands the pain and concerns that come with the move to a new country.
“The other successful aspect of my business”, she said, “has been the relationships I have been able to develop
across the globe, and none would have been possible without networking – on and offline. My association with
Heidi Richards and WECAI, came as a result of articles I had written and posted on career-related forums.
When Heidi asked me to become the Canadian Liaison, I jumped at the opportunity. This online connection has
led me to many resources that have aided in the continued development of my business”.
Daisy holds a BA in Public Administration from Ryerson University, is a Mentor with the Mentoring Partnership,
an organization that helps internationally educated professionals adapt to the Canadian work environment, and
is a founding member of Career Professionals of Canada, member of the Career Management Institute, Career
Directors International, Coachville, and the International Association of Career Coaches.
For more information please visit http://www.thewrightcareer.com
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Spotlight on: EWMD International Network
with Claudia Schmiz, Co-President
Why is networking important? Well – if you move around the country or even the world, it is good to know
somebody who knows somebody. Let me explain... Our member Doris from Bavaria, Germany got a job in
Amsterdam and felt a bit lost. She asked our Dutch partners in ‘The Netherlands’ for some kind of advice
and Petri not only replied, but helped her find a flat in the centre. The story goes on, as one day the next door
neighbour knocked on the door and asked for some aspirin. It was Andrew, a British man. Guess what
happened, yes – they are married now for several years and moved to England, where Doris became
National Representative of the network and started a nice size group in London (her way of saying Merci ?).
Now both live in Bavaria again and enjoy life next to the alps in Munich.
I just moved from Cologne to Frankfurt (Germany) and I had no flat … so I asked some members at a
network event in Frankfurt, where is the best place in the city to live? Gisela looked at me and said:”Wait a
minute!,” I just heard from Anglika, that she urgently needs someone to share her flat, as her boy-friend
moved out and it is too expensive for her alone.” She connected me to Angelika and I saw the flat a week
later. I thought about staying for 3-4 month – and guess, yes I stayed there nearly 7 years. Now Angelika is
engaged to a British man and lives in Spain … but that is another networking story ….
Gabi was unhappy in her job as controller, though she was CFO. She used the chance at a network evening
to let people know she was disatisified with her current position. This message passed from one to another
and finally Waltraud heard it. She is an independent consultant for finance and she was looking for a new
partner. Both came into contact and – Gabi is now in the phase of being self-employed financial advisor
with Waltraud.
Brigitte was looking for a development program for coaching and was overwhelmed by the many opportunities
and hundreds of institutes. She used the EWMD mailing list and asked for advice to find a good one.
Several members replied and shown their about experience here and there, making it easier to make up
her mind and find a “tested” course for herself. If you make a commitment for more than 20 months, you
should be sure, as you invest time and money.
These stories and many others demonstrate the value of being involved in a network. I am proud to say I am
a member of EWMD International Network - as you can see. The NETWORK Works!
Whatever network you are in, you should try to get in personal contact with the other women, as virtual
networking is only one piece of the medal – seeing each other and getting to know on a very personal level
is the quality that can lead to friendship.

Good networking ladies
Claudia Schmitz
Co-President of EWMD International Network
Germany, Cologne
Claudia is a learning consultant and works herself in a network structure of free consultants in Europe.
She and her partners work with visualisation and simulations. She is president of the EWMD and a member since 1991.
For more information please visit www.cenandu.com and to learn more about the network visit www.ewmd.org
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WeChamber ™ Women’s eChamber of Commerce, International
“Where Women Prosper!”

The voice of business and professional women, the WeChamber™ provides
virtual and in-person opportunities for collaboration, networking, personal and
professional development, achieving and maintaining prosperity, leadership
and international recognition.
Our mission is to empower women, promote business, create connections,
network and celebrate women’s achievements around the globe.

VISION: “To be the Number ONE virtual
global organization for women who do business
on and off the WEB.”
When you join the WeChamber ™ at the Small Business Level ($187) you get:
x
x
x
x

The complete set of Woman’s Wealth Summit Audio CD’s (which
includes 2 bonus sessions,
A one year NAFE Membership and
A complimentary pass to the Women’s Internet Marketing Summit!
All this and MORE!

Join the WeChamber ™ Today! “WHERE WOMEN PROSPER!”

WeChamber ™ is a not-for-profit professional organization on the verge of
creating a global community of women connected by a common desire to
achieve greatness in all aspects of their lives – increase wealth, knowledge
and contacts.

What the
WeChamber ™

Can do for
YOU!
Promote Your
Products &
Services
Provide Leadership
Opportunities
Promote Strategic
Alliances
Expand Your
Network
Offer Free
Resources
and Discounts
Create Networking
Opportunities
Increase Your
Global Reach
Increase Your
Visibility
with the Media

WeChamber ™ is owned and operated by the WECAI Network™
10890 SW 27 Court, Davie 33023 –1-877-947-3776 or 954-625-6606
www.WeChamber.org

Promote Your
Events

To Contact Heidi Richards, Founder & CEO, send her an email at
Heidi@WeChamber.org.

Recognize Your
Successes

To Contact Suzannah Richards, CFO and Tech Goddess send her an email at
Suzannah@WeChamber.org.

And much more…
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